
INTRODUCTION 

 

To the Dear Reader, we submit the next pastoral aid, affiliated with the five-year cycle of 

our educational and pastoral work for the period 2014-2018, titled: “With the Holy 

Family into the year 2017”. In the pastoral year 2016 dedicated to Jesus Christ, we 

already publish the third position titled “Contemplation of the Sacred Heart of Jesus”. It 

is by now the seventh book from our publishing edition: Library of the subtleties of 

God. 

From the generosity of God, we receive another grace from Heaven where God shares 

with man His wisdom, reflecting upon the mysteries of the individual summons of the 

litany to His Sacred Heart. 

The devotion in the honor of the Sacred Heart of Jesus is pleasant to God the Father. 

Through the Heart of the Savior grace flows into the world, and in this Heart all souls 

find their place and their destiny. Every human heart, which will unite itself with the 

Heart of the Redeemer, will flourish and grow. 

Father Piotr Maria Natanek 

 

6.06.2014 

Lord Jesus:  Listen to Me. Today, I want to tell you about My Heart. This Heart is 

open to every soul. I love and I desire My love to be noticed. I have opened this Heart for 

souls and all have a shelter in it. I desire to be honored through the worship given to My 

Heart. This devotion is very pleasant to My Father. Through My Heart grace flows into 

the world, and in My Heart all souls find their place and their destiny. The Heart of 

Jesus – it is the Heart of God and the Heart of Man. In My Heart, you will find solace 

that gives the compassionate heart of man, and you will find power that gives the Heart 

of God. I desire for My Heart to be worshiped during this month, because this month is 

a time of flowering and growth. And so every human heart, which will unite itself with 

My Heart, will flourish and grow. 



The Heart that I gave you is the most beautiful temple of God. Nowhere else God does 

receive greater glory. By uniting himself with My Heart, man unites himself with the 

glory that I give to My Father. Seek your merits in Me, as a Man who goes to the Father 

on your behalf and presents your souls to the Father. Hide your imperfect hearts in My 

perfect Heart. Unite your imperfect love with My perfect love. The Heart of God and the 

Heart of Man are one in Me. I also want your hearts to be the hearts of man and the 

hearts of God. You can accomplish this through the continuous unification of your heart 

with My Heart. In this month, contemplate the merits and the mysteries of My Heart, 

and I try to imitate My Heart in everything. I will be teaching you this in these days. It 

will be a kind of entrance into the depth of My Heart, and a glimpse of your own in it, as 

much as it is united with Mine. 

 

1. Heart of Jesus, Son of the Eternal Father 

15.05.2016 

I have dictated to you reflections about My Heart1, to teach you in what you have to 

imitate My Heart and why you have to worship it. Now, I want to emphasize this second 

dimension of the devotion. Not only the merits, but the glory and the dignity of My 

Heart, so that you may worship in it what you will not manage to reproduce. The first 

four calls of the Litany to My Sacred Heart pertain directly to Me. The first call specifies 

the unchanging truth about My Heart. It is the one and only that is the Heart of God and 

the Heart of Man, because it belongs to the One and only-begotten Son of God. Besides 

Me, there is no son of God, and all the sons of God exist only through Me and in Me. 

You are the children of God by My grace and My merits. I Myself am the Son of God in 

an absolute and unconditional way. Since always and forever. I have no reason for 

existing, because I alone am the reason of all things. I am the Word that comes from the 

Father, but coexists with the Father in a perfect unity of the Holy Trinity. This unity is 

the unity of the Will, which has created the world for the glory of the Father and of the 

Son and of the Holy Spirit. The Father glorified the Son in the Word, which He 

                                                           
1 These first four reflections have been dictated by Lord Jesus close to two years after the other ones. It 
will be possible to read them in v. 27 of the Messages for the End-Times that have already come forth. 
The remaining 30 messages come from v. 23 of the Messages for the End-Times that have already come 
forth. 



pronounced. The Son glorified the Father, by accepting His Will; and the Holy Spirit 

glorified the Father and the Son through the works of the Father and the Son. My Sacred 

Heart is the place of meeting and of praise of the entire Holy Trinity. I want to share this 

infinite joy with your soul. I want to give you immortality, which will join with My 

eternal existence. Although you have a beginning, you do not need to have an end. When 

you will join your life with Mine, you will also become the son of the Father and you will 

have no end, just like Me. Amen. I bless you, My child, in the name of the Father and of 

the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

 

2. Heart of Jesus, formed by the Holy Spirit in the womb of the Virgin 

Mother. 

13.05.2016 

My child, I entrusted to you the care of My Heart. Leave the care for the world to Me, 

and you, take care of that what I called you for. Contemplate the treasures of My Sacred 

Heart. This Heart descended from Heaven to Earth, to spill its love upon mankind. My 

infinite and eternal love in the Divine dimension was shown to you through My Heart, 

so that you may get to know what is unimaginable. The Holy Spirit created My human 

Heart and enclosed in it My entire Divine love. My infant Heart possessed the fullness of 

love. Although as an infant I was learning how to talk and how to walk like an ordinary 

man, My Heart possessed the fullness of Divinity and did not need to learn how to love. 

The home in which I lived, the purest womb of the Virgin, was a home filled with love. 

The immaculately conceived Mary became the Mother of God, the Mother of Love, the 

Mother of My Sacred Heart. Carrying Me in Her immaculate womb, Mary was learning 

love and humility from My infant Heart. She listened to its love and imitated it. By 

giving Her My Heart, I was shaping Her perfection. By giving Her My Spirit, I was 

drawing strength from Her immaculate body. Mary gave Me a physical likeness, and I 

gave Her a spiritual likeness. We were joined by the love of our Hearts, which, beating in 

one rhythm, bonded forever, in order to unite for the glory of My Father. 

From the beginning I was God. Mary from the beginning was human. Our connection 

did not change My Divinity and did not add Divinity to My Mother. I remained God, and 

Mary remained human. However, by assuming the human nature of My Mother, I 



exalted Her and gave Her a true filial dignity, so that the fallen man may return to 

paradise greater and more beautiful than when he was leaving it. The new man received 

a perfect Mother, a model of human love, so that he may draw life and strength from 

Her to retain fidelity. Although I am God, My human nature leaned upon Mary, and My 

Divine Heart drew consolation from Her Heart. 

The Immaculate Heart of My Mother, by the grace of the Holy Spirit, joined with My 

Sacred Heart in the body of Mary. The beating of the Heart of Mary gave life to My 

Heart in Her womb, and the beating of My Heart gave life to Her soul, which lived off 

love. Our Hearts remained henceforth inseparable. They suffered jointly and jointly 

They received consolation. On the Golgotha, They were pierced by the same blade, 

giving vent to the love of these Hearts, which spilled over upon the new offspring of the 

new Adam and the new Eve. Love always gives life. And the love of these two Hearts was 

so great that it gave life to a new, holy people, who will give glory to God. Therefore, My 

Sacred Heart is always united with the Immaculate Heart of My Mother, who will always 

remain a Virgin and will always remain the Mother of God. Amen. 

 

3. Heart of Jesus, substantially united to the Word of God. 

14.05.2016 

The Son of God as the Word of the Father is the reason for the existence of all things, 

because nothing what has happened, happened without Me. Know that the Son of God 

exists eternally as the Word of the Father, which is. I am God and I am a Man. My Heart 

is the essence of My humanity. My Word is the essence of My Divinity. My love, whose 

ever-spurting source is My Heart, commanded Me to humbly accept the Will of the 

Father and to deliver Myself to suffering and a disgraceful death. My entire merciful 

service on Earth was crowned by My burnt Offering of love on the cross, on which I 

opened for you My Heart, from which poured out Blood and Water. Grace and love, 

forgiveness and mercy. The whole essence of My Sacrifice appeared to mankind 

precisely through the last suffering accepted by Me on Earth, through the piercing of My 

Heart, from which spilled out all the love for mankind. 

In the magnitude of His love, My Father gave mankind the Word, through which 

everything happened, and everything happened because of love, the essence of which 



was the Word. In the Word you received everything, because the Word is the love of the 

Father. When the Word became Flesh and dwelt among people, the entire love of the 

Father was offered to mankind. All good that the Father possessed has been given to 

man in the Word and through it. Thus, the essence of the Word is love, which unites 

Divine action with the magnanimous design of the Divine mind, whose dwelling and 

pinnacle is My Heart. In it, the Divine design attained its plenitude, transforming in a 

burnt offering all evil into love and grace. Know then that the essence of all things is 

love, which unites the three Divine Persons in the Holy Trinity. Amen. 

 

4. Heart of Jesus, of Infinite Majesty. 

15.05.2016 

Write, My Daughter. The Heart that I am telling you about is the Heart of God. It is a 

Divine tabernacle, full of His glory. In the Heart reside all the graces and the gifts that I 

want to bestow upon you. This Heart is the object of worship of the angelic hosts, who 

admire its majesty day and night. My child, you do not know a heart, which would not 

be touched by any evil and any fall. My Sacred Heart is pure and unspoiled, never 

affected by any human weakness. It is the seat of My Divinity and as such is worthy of 

the greatest worship. My majesty is hidden in My Heart, and it is an infinite majesty in 

its glory, power and perfection. 

The closer you get to My Heart, the more you will get to know how great is the glory of 

My Heart and how infinite is its majesty. The human heart can find a dwelling in My 

Heart, and I desire that people imitate the virtues of My Heart. However, you can not 

attain its majesty. By studying and getting to know My Heart, you can come very close, 

but the infinite majesty of My Heart is a Divine characteristic, which you will not 

manage to imitate in your hearts. I told you about the fact that My Heart is a human 

heart, which understands, feels and suffers like the heart of man. But it is also the Heart 

of God, and this call speaks about this particular truth. 

By getting closer to My Heart through its imitation, you will come at last to a place, 

where man can only just fall down on his knees and prostrate himself before God. 

Because the essence of My Divinity, the forever alive and creative love, dwells in My 

Divine Heart. In it, the entire Holy Trinity, in its fullness and infinity, receives its glory. 



My Sacred Heart is the personification of the entire Divine love of the Most Holy Trinity, 

Her image and glory. Here, the community of God and Man reaches its fullness in its 

entire magnanimous plan of the exaltation of man. In My Heart, man became Divine, 

uniting himself with God through the will submitted in a burnt offering of love. There is 

nothing above that. I am fully a Man, who is fully a God. By keeping the free will as a 

Man, and by making a burnt offering of it on the cross, I deified My nature and gave you 

the fruit of My Sacrifice, My Heart, the tabernacle of God, open to receive man. I bless 

you on this path to My Heart in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 

Spirit. Amen. 

 

5. Heart of Jesus, Sacred Temple of God 

6.06.2014 

Today, we will start with a reflection about the first2 call. You pray with the words: 

“Heart of Jesus, sacred temple of God”. This is the first call in which you can see your 

own reflection. Previous calls refer to Me, and this one refers also to you. My Heart is 

the temple of God in two dimensions. First, I am God, and second, I am a Servant of the 

Father, whom I worship. I unite with you in this second dimension, because you also are 

the servant of the Father, whom you worship. It can also be said about you that your 

heart is the temple of God, because it was created for god and by God. In it resides the 

Spirit of God in the entire Holy Trinity. 

The heart, which is in a state of sanctifying grace, is a garden in the interior of which 

God takes up residence as in the paradisiac Eden. Here I dwell with you and here I 

instruct you. Here we are strolling together and here you will always find Me. I desire for 

the soul of man to look for Me in this garden, which I hid deep in her heart. I call upon 

the soul through the love, with which I spill in her heart. I want to be found, I want to be 

discovered and named: “Here is, the Bridegroom is waiting, I carry in myself the 

Salvation and the paradise that You are, God”. I am waiting for the moment when you 

will find Me and relish these words like air that intoxicates; like a view that enthralls. 

The paradise is in My Heart. I want the paradise to be also in your heart. 

                                                           
2 The first call referring also to the human hearts. In June 2014, Lord Jesus discussed the calls of the 
litany to His Heart, starting with this call (fifth call). The messages concerning the first four calls of the 
litany were dictated at a later time. 



The more you will unite with Me in your being, the more you will open your soul to 

grace, and My life in you will start to grow, creating no longer a garden, but an entire 

land of happiness, a world of love, that I will share only with you. It only depends on you 

how deep our relationship will be, and how vast the spaces, which we will fill up to the 

brim with love. I do not have borders. You have them. I can open them, if you let Me 

spill out in your heart like a river of love, which will water all the expanses of your heart 

and will wash all its impurities. This spillage of Me in the depths of your heart will occur 

when you will open from the outside doors closed form the inside. When you will open 

them from the outside, I will open them from the inside. Like a damn, the wall between 

us will collapse. I will jump over all the hills, running towards you. Open to Me. I am 

waiting for you to make you one with Me, so that you may become the temple of God, as 

I am. 

I made you similar to Me, so that I may be similar to you. Now I, similar to you, want 

you to become similar to Me. Seek Me, love Me, and guard Me in you. Let your heart 

belong only to Me. Seek Me in it and give Me all authority in it. Ask Me to make your 

heart similar to Mine, to unite it with My Heart, and to make them one heart in the face 

of My Father. Then, we will become one before My Father, precisely in the heart and 

through the heart. I bless you daughter, in the name of the Father and of the Son and of 

the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

 

6. Heart of Jesus, Tabernacle of the Most High 

7.06.2014 

Today I want to tell you about My Heart, which is the tabernacle of the Most High. I told 

you yesterday much about what it means, but I want you to remember one thing. My 

Heart is the house of God, a perfect temple filled to the brim with the glory of the Most 

High. The Spirit of God fills My Heart as a tabernacle not built by human hand, but 

erected by God Himself for the purpose of giving Him glory. In this tabernacle, God is 

glorified in a perfect and infinite way. Remember about this, when you suffer because of 

the imperfections of human tabernacles, in which I do not receive proper glory. Let your 

tears not fall in vain. Open your heart and behold Mine in it. Move your praise and 

sorrow because of the imperfections of the temples erected by human hand to the inner 

temple of your heart. There, unite our hearts, so that your tabernacle may shine with My 



light. In this temple, kneel down together with Me and apologize for all the mistakes and 

the shortcomings of human tabernacles. Comfort God by becoming a perfect tabernacle 

in the image of My Heart. 

In My Heart, everything suits God and rises to His glory. Unite your heart with Mine 

during the duration of the Holy Mass, in order to make amends with your love to God 

the Father for all the human flaws, neglects of the liturgy, distortions and belittling of 

worship. Invoke angels, so they may beautify your heart with their presence and help 

you build the tabernacle of the Most High, in which I will always have delight, which will 

be perfect in the manner of My Heart. Remember that what you can not change in the 

world, you can make amends for in the inner temple of your soul. Place on the altar of 

your heart all the sorrow and pain, which your mind is filling with. I will accept this 

sacrifice. Together with you I will weep over the devastated tabernacle and I will 

strengthen its walls, accepting your sacrifice and presenting it to the Father. Cry always 

together with Me. Let each of your tears join with My tears, which I have shed over 

Jerusalem. 

Make amends to Me for every imperfection by building an internal tabernacle of the 

Most High in you. It is for Me the most pleasing prize and the most beautiful sacrifice 

that I want to offer to the Father. In this way, you will pay Me for the flaws of human 

tabernacles. Understand, daughter, neglect and belittling of the glory of God in his 

temples is only the image of its decrease in human hearts. So, deploring this outer 

dimension, you will make amends to Me the most effectively by rebuilding the inner 

temples, human hearts, beginning with your own heart. We need to rebuild these inner 

tabernacles, cleanse their worship and expand their love, and only then can happen the 

external transformation of the Church. Without the transformation of human hearts, the 

improvement of the liturgy, the purity of worship, the rules of law, the appearance of the 

tabernacles and their customs is not possible. Rebuild the tabernacle inside, and I will 

rebuild it on the outside. But do not be concerned with the result itself. Go back to the 

cause. It is sin that kills Love. Where there is sin, love has to go away. The tabernacle of 

the Most High must be free of sin so that love may bloom in it. 

 

 



7. Heart of Jesus, House of God 

8.06.2014 

I am the peace, which you desire. Join your heart with Me. Forget about the world and 

look only in Me. I want to tell you about the truth, which is contained in the call: “Heart 

of Jesus, House of God and Gate of Heaven.” In My Heart is located the temple of all 

worship erected in the honor of My Father. But this Heart is also the house of God. In it 

and through it peace is pouring out. A heart free from sin is the house of God, because 

God dwells in it constantly. Thanks to the sanctifying grace, He transforms it and 

perfects it according to His Will and to His liking. The Most Holy Trinity is looking for 

faithful hearts, visits hearts, searching for a house in which It could live, a house from 

which It would not need to go away. When man breaks up with sin and decides to live in 

a state of sanctifying grace, God settles in his heart and transforms it as a place in which 

He will by now remain forever. 

In the same way, man, living in a house that does not belong to him but is a place of his 

temporary stay, does not repaint its walls, does not furnish it anew, removing old 

appliances, because he will be only in it for a moment. However, when he will acquire a 

house in which he will live forever, then he sets it up completely anew. He performs a 

general renovation, removing all that is old and making everything new, clean and 

beautiful. Also, God is waiting so that He could take up residence permanently in the 

heart of man. And then he accepts the heart of man as a gift, as a house in which He 

desires and in which He always desired to live, as a dream house, which in His design 

 He already set up much earlier, before He received it. 

By submitting your life in the hands of God, you give God the key to your own hearts, so 

that they may be His property. Only then He begins His work in the human heart, 

making everything new. Believe Me, in the same way as you desire to have ownership of 

your homes, in the same way God desires to live in the human hearts, possessing them 

as His own. All your relationships and desires are a projection of eternal truths into the 

material world, where they are limited by time and space, but replicate some universal 

truths beyond time and space, which join the Creator and His dearly beloved, most alike 

Him, creation. 

So when man receives the keys to his house, he will arrange it, renew, furnish, and 

engage in it his whole heart, strength and all the means that he has. He rejoices for the 



time when he will be able to rest in it and admire his work. And if his house is taken 

away from him, how great is his grief; if having arranged it, he will not be able to live in 

it. Remember now the hearts that I have chosen and prepared for My dwelling, which I 

have showered with gifts from the moment of birth, which being faithful to Me, gave Me 

the invitation to live in them forever. Realize now My pain when these souls, in which I 

have engaged so much of My efforts and graces, are leaving Me, refusing Me a space in 

their hearts, throwing Me out of My house, in which I was so happy. 

The human houses undergo destruction, are subject to elements, which destroy them – 

overthrow, flood, demolish. However, people can still rebuild them, renew, and they 

become even more beautiful, fortified with a stronger foundation and roof. I do the same 

with the soul, which falls into sin, but comes back to Me and invites again, and promises 

that she will she will not throw Me out again and I will be able to stay in her heart. It 

happens, however, that the house, which man built with so much toil, burns to the 

ground. It is impossible to rebuild it, it burns completely, also taking away the hope and 

desire to rebuild it. The same happens with souls, which fall into utter ruin, wasting all 

the graces. I can build anew, from zero, on the scorched earth of their hearts great 

houses, but these souls do not want it. They reject My help and My desires. 

I can do everything. I only need an encouragement, an invitation. When I do not receive 

it, I begin Myself the cleaning up of the ground for a new house and I try to build a new 

foundation. However, My efforts are futile if man always maliciously sets on fire what I 

have erected when he slept. That happens with souls, which do not want to accept the 

grace and destroy all the graces that I give them. In the human world, there are also 

people whom it is difficult to help. They inhabit train stations, sleep under the bare sky, 

and no longer fight for their own homes, they do not believe that they are worth having 

and that it is possible. These people learn how to live without homes. This is why the 

greatest danger is always the loss of hope, which comes along with sin and takes away 

the soul from Me forever. I can always start everything all over again and there is no 

house that I do not wish to rebuild, but there are souls who have lost hope and do not 

even want to try. For these souls you have to pray the most. These are hardened sinners, 

who do not want to accept help. 

 



8. Heart of Jesus, Gate of Heaven 

10.06.2014 

I told you what is the meaning of the call “Heart of Jesus, House of God” and how I want 

you to perceive your own hearts, as houses, in which I desire to dwell. Today I will tell 

you about the further words of this call. My Heart is the gate of Heaven. I, as the Son of 

God who descended on Earth, am for you the path to Heaven, and My Heart is the gate 

through which you will enter into it. My Heart is the means and the source of eternal 

happiness as merciful love, which opened itself to mankind and poured down over it its 

infinite forgiveness and Redemption. 

The suffering of My Heart has opened the gate of Salvation for all sinners, who shall ever 

turn to Me with humility, asking for forgiveness. The graces of My Heart belong to all 

who repent for their sins. In My Heart, I garnered the entire pain of the world, its entire 

fault, and I offset it by a payment equally great, as great as the sin of the whole world. 

My payment for your Redemption is the highest price that God could have demanded 

from man, yet My death and My life have an infinite value, while sin has been defeated 

and towards the infinity of My Sacrifice must be defeated, because it belongs to the 

world, which is limited in its existence by time. 

The spear, which opened My Heart, opened the Heart of God, and thus the gate of the 

eternal paradise, the source of infinite joy. This spear also opened the heart of man, so 

that he could accept the forgiveness offered to him by God. This forgiveness and mercy 

that flow out of it, are already contained forever in My Heart, which is an unceasingly 

spurting source of Salvation and forgiveness. 

Contemplating your salvation, gaze at My Heart pierced by a spear on the cross and 

remember that within it, brutally opened, is found infinite gentleness and sweetness, 

with which I desire to embrace all souls. This Heart is and will always remain open, 

because its wound will never heal, its Blood will never cease to flow to thirsty souls, and 

its water will never cease to purify them. I will extinguish the thirst of souls with the love 

of My Heart, I will give them to drink for all times, because I am Mercy that I pour into 

the world through the gate of My Heart, the infinite mystery of My Heart, which I 

revealed for you on the cross. Amen. 

 



9. Heart of Jesus, burning furnace of charity 

11.06.2014 

My Heart is a burning furnace of love, love alone, which never ceases to burn. My heart 

does not cease to love, but it is perpetually inflamed with love. I would like your heart to 

be the same. My heart loves endlessly. Every day and always it is looking for 

opportunities to provide and to share that love with the creation. I would like that the 

heart of man was similar to Mine. The heart of man is created in the image of God, in 

order to love; it is the delight of God, a place for God. The more it becomes similar to My 

Heart, the more pleasing it is to God and the more readily God grants it graces. 

The love with which My Heart is burning is like fire, because it never ceases and desires 

to expand, turning everything it touches, into itself. Love like fire wishes to expand and 

to absorb everything, growing and transforming everything around itself. Thus, true love 

is never extinguished. It is not dependent on feelings, but lasts unceasingly and burns; 

this means it desires love for all. Love, which is alive, must strive to spill out on 

everything around itself. Love does not close on itself, but wants to be everything in 

everything. 

My Heart never ceases to love and many souls came back to Me precisely because they 

understood the fidelity of My Heart, which never ceased to love them, regardless of what 

they were like for Me and what they are like. People are inclined to love those who love 

them, but while imitating Me, they should love all, because all are worthy of love. Love is 

not a prize, which should be bestowed upon those who are good and deserve it. Love is a 

gift which is due to everyone: the good and the bad, so that they may get to know the one 

and the other and make a choice. Many evil people did not get to know love, so how can 

they choose the good? I find them and I gift them with love, selfless love, which does not 

demand anything, but simply loves. 

I want the heart of man to be similar to Mine, to love everyone, regardless of what they 

are like; respect all, regardless of what they are like. In the love that does not set 

conditions but loves, is a great strength. In the love that gives itself, is a great fidelity. All 

people venturing into the world try to find love. However, over the course of the years, 

they forget about it and allow sin to remold their pure desire into various deviations, 

which only move them away from the desired love. Pure love has the power to open the 

eyes of the blind and the ears of the deaf. Pure love is true only when it never ceases. By 



this you will know My apostles, that they love everyone. And the more the human heart 

is united with My Heart, the more it burns with the desire to engage itself and to give 

itself among all those in need of love. The heart filled with love never loses it, and by 

giving away, it multiplies it in itself. 

Remember about the fact that I love you all with all your faults and infirmities, with all 

the weaknesses, which your nature confers to you. So if I am able to love you so and 

prove it to you with My sacrifice, you should also love like I love, precisely those who are 

considered the least worthy of love. They need it the most. Attaining mercy, show mercy. 

 What you have received from Me, distribute further and never stop proving your love 

through sacrifice. 

 

10. Heart of Jesus, abode of justice and love 

13.06.2014 

My Heart is a treasury of justice and love. This means that in it is found the fullness of 

love and at the same time the fullness of justice. I am your atonement for sins. Through 

My Sacrifice, I have shown you the fullness of My love, which has renounced itself and 

gave itself to the creation. As a Sacrifice made for mankind - I am the fullness of love, 

whose source is found in My merciful Heart. Yet, at the same time, I am the just Judge, 

and as the King of all creation, I have achieved the fullness of justice, I made a Sacrifice 

for justice and I inherited justice together with the right to administer it. I administered 

to Myself the highest punishment, to reward the injustice done by the creation to My 

Father. Thus, in Me appeared the fullness of the Divine Justice, which has no regard for 

the individual, but always strives for the atonement and the remediation of wrongs. 

Each wrong must be offset by a sacrifice for it. 

The treasury is a term that contains in itself two truths. Firstly, it is a place where are 

gathered all the treasures of the kingdom. Secondly, it is a place from which the king 

draws in order to reward his subjects. However, the treasures that it provides are always 

good. So it is also with My Heart, from which I provide to My servants. They draw from 

it love and justice, and they enjoy both of these gifts equally. Love and justice are 

inseparable. There can not exist unjust love or justice devoid of love, dispossessed of 

love. One would contradict the other. Thus, love is always just, and justice always flows 



out of love. The crown of glory, form which I will be judging the nations, is the 

succession of the crown of contempt that was the image of love, out of which I allowed it 

to be put on Me and which I wore for your Salvation. 

In My Heart are joining perfect love with perfect justice. This is why as a perfect 

Sacrifice of love, I have the right to reveal Myself to mankind as the fullness of justice. 

The cross carried Me to the throne of Heaven. Heaven sent Me on the cross. The perfect 

harmony of the spiritual world is reflected in My Heart, infinitely merciful and infinitely 

just. How great is My love, so great is My justice. How I filled the world with My love, so 

I will also fill it with My justice. How far I came as a Servant, so far I will advance as a 

King. I will not stop until I will fulfill everything and achieve the fullness of justice, just 

as I did not stop on the way to the Golgotha, to achieve on it the fullness of love. The 

judgement is the crown of love and the scepter of mercy. Justice will reign over the 

world so that everything may be fulfilled. I will relocate the fullness of My Heart into the 

reality of the fleeting world so it may fill everything, as it is written. To be recognized, I 

must reveal to mankind the whole truth about My Heart. The world got to know the 

truth about My love, so it must get to know the truth about My justice. Amen. 

 

11. Heart of Jesus, full of goodness and love 

15.06.2014 

Remember that My Heart is full of love and goodness. Never be afraid to come to Me, 

because I will always bestow upon you the same thing: love and goodness. I act with 

love, searching for the good in every soul. In My nature I am good and My Heart is the 

seat of infinite goodness. The heart of man should be filled with love and goodness in 

the image of My Heart. If it is not so, the human soul and body get sick. Covetousness of 

any kind destroys the natural goodness and love of the soul, displaces them, and 

replaces with qualities, which better realize in the life of man the pursuit towards 

satisfying the lusts of the heart. But such a heart is no longer similar to Mine and can not 

achieve peace. It will always strive towards a goal that it will never achieve, because the 

satisfaction of the covetousness of the heart leads to emptiness, and the satisfaction of 

the heart of man ensues only after emptying it of all covetousness. In an emptied heart, I 

pour My gifts in abundance. My grace can not dwell in a heart seeking its own glory. And 



I, although I am God, did not search My own glory, but the glory of My Father. Hence, 

My Heart reflected the nature of My Father, filling it solely with love and goodness. 

My Heart is full of love and goodness. It can be full, because there is no place in it for 

any human attachments or passions. A bit of covetousness takes away peace from the 

heart of man. However, the more it will divest itself of its own will and its own desires, 

the more it will free itself form its attachments and the more it will empty itself and 

make place for Fullness. I am the Fullness of love and goodness and I desire to inhabit 

human hearts in a complete and perfect way. You will not achieve fullness until you 

divest yourself completely off your own resistance in realizing your own vision of your 

life. When you will place everything in the hands of God, and above all your own heart, 

so it may become the seat and the kingdom of the Most High, then I can transform it in 

the image of My Heart, empty it from everything that is superfluous, and fill it with 

goodness and love. The heart not looking for its own is completely free. Goodness and 

love, which are the attributes of God Himself, give to the soul the fullness of peace. From 

such a heart I can draw endlessly, and I fill such a heart without end with My gifts. Such 

a heart is a model for erring souls, indicating to them the place of rest and peace, the 

source of happiness, which is the complete union of the heart of man with My Sacred 

Heart. Amen. 

 

12. Heart of Jesus, abyss of all virtues 

16.06.2014 

Daughter, write down My message. Let the world know the meaning of the words 

praising My Heart. Let the world look at itself in the mirror of My Heart, and see how 

dissimilar it became to its Creator. My Heart is the source of infinite Majesty, a mirror 

reflecting the perfection of the Creator. The highest dignity of the Son of God reflects the 

vocation of man. Although the Son of God, as God, is for man an unsurpassed model; yet 

in His humanity, He is a model possible to imitate with the help of the grace of God. 

Start to listen and to imitate. You can not be perfect, trying to attain perfection by 

human means, but can you achieve it by winning the Heart of God, possessing it and 

opening in yourselves its countless treasures. 



I want to tell you what you must do in order to draw from My Heart. You deplore your 

own misery, because you desire to give Me what you do not possess, and be for Me the 

treasure trove of what is not in you. Because man in himself is not whole, is not fullness. 

He is a vessel capable of receiving Fullness. The more you cleanse yourself and 

surrender completely to My action, the more I will enable you to receive My graces. The 

virtues that you want to offer Me, do not arise in you as a result of your work, but are a 

gift that I offer you, seeing your efforts. However, all these virtues, which you do not 

own, I own. I enclosed them in your heart, which owns My Heart. When you will open 

your heart, its inner doors, and I will open My Heart, which awaits this moment, the 

treasures of My Heart will pour into your heart. It is like the kiss of God, in which I give 

you all the sweetness of My Heart. 

My heart is a bottomless abyss of all virtues. As often as you will ask, as often you will 

receive. However, not always in the same moment. If I gave you everything in one 

moment, I would spoil this precious gift, and you would become less humble. I know 

how to make souls progress. Comfort yourself with the thought that I have everything 

that you do not have, and in moments of weakness call upon Me, praising My Heart. 

When you lack patience, do not be angry for that reason, but full of trust ask: “Heart of 

Jesus, abyss of all virtues, have mercy on me”. It is precisely this opening of the doors of 

your heart to the treasures and gifts of My Heart. Then, it is I acting in you, and you 

alone, not possessing the virtue of patience, become patient through Me, because I 

possess this virtue in its infinite dimension. 

Drawing from My infinity, you can become in one moment the most patient soul in the 

world. I do not put any restrictions upon you. Come and take as much as you want. 

However, do not search in yourself, because you will always disappoint yourself and you 

will err. Search in Me, and there you will always find comfort and strength. My Heart 

beats in you with an infinite wealth of virtues and graces. Open yourself to My grace. Let 

your inner gaze always turn towards My Heart. I gave you the key to it. Open and take 

from it everything that you like. I want to belong completely to you. I want to be your 

strength, your courage, your love, faith and hope. I desire to be your humility, patience 

and simplicity. I want to be the wisdom in you, in you the ability and the diligence. 

Everything, everything that you need, draw it from My Heart. You will find there 

everything to become like Me, to please My Father, to find peace and joy. But your gaze 

must be internal. Avert your gaze from the world, and seek all help in Me, all joy in Me, 



and all virtues in Me. And I will completely unite with you and you will no longer know 

where you end and where I begin, because we will become one in love. Amen. 

 

13. Heart of Jesus, most worthy of all prise 

17.06.2014 

I come to teach you about the treasures of My Heart, to enamor you in My Heart 

forever. Do you know that My Heart, in the center of Heaven, is the source from which 

all the angels derive joy, is the the happiness of the saved and the longed-for well for 

souls suffering thirst? Do you know why My Heart is the most worthy of glory? Because 

it gave all its glory to the Father, so that He may be surrounded by glory. 

God demands and God rewards. He always offers more than He receives. So when I 

divested Myself of My own glory and gave it to the Father, accepting humanity in order 

to make a sacrifice of it on the cross, the Father surrounded Me with glory, multiplying 

it ad infinitum. My Heart is the throne of God, on which He was exalted in view of all 

nations. I have shown infinite obedience to the Father, whom I loved. My Father 

receives glory in Me, and I receive glory in Him. I praise Him and He praises Me. My 

Heart, tormented and humiliated, gives glory to the Father, while the Father praises Me 

in My work. In My Heart My Father receives praise and in My Heart I Myself was 

glorified, accepting the glory of My Father. 

Daughter, consider how you desire to imitate My Heart, in order to join your heart with 

My glorified Heart. Your heart will we be worthy of glory only then, when in the manner 

of Mine it will give itself completely to obedience and service, so that it no longer seeks 

its own glory, but only the glory of God. If you give all the glory to God, He will dwell in 

you surrounded by His own glory and you will become the ark carrying the Highest 

Sacrum, the Glory of the Highest. Not you will be surrounded by glory, but I in you. In 

this way, you will become My glory, you will praise Me and My Father in Me. Unite with 

Me as closely as possible through complete stripping of your own desires and your own 

vanity. Look for me. Always look for me. Look for Me Crucified. Look for Me Crucified in 

man, in classes, in works, in pleasures, at rest, in the mirror, in friendship, in the 

ministry, in prayer, in the heart. Always look for Me Crucified. 



Learn humility from Me. Glory comes in pair with contempt. You must accept it, if you 

want to be My glory. The glory of God on Earth takes the form of humiliation, rejection 

and obedience in trial and suffering. You are able to carry this cross. I want souls not to 

seek their own glory, because then they will never find Mine. They do not return it to 

Me. Therefore, you must not despair because of your failures, suffering and 

humiliations. Accept the yoke of being rejected and despised. Truth triumphs at the end, 

not at the beginning. Remember My Mother, the Queen, living in a poor stable for 

animals, remember the contempt in which I came into the world, remember all the false 

accusation that I accepted, Myself being the Truth. Do not waver from taking slander. 

The Truth must shine by showing its imperturbability and unchangeability in the turns 

of fate.  In this way, it proves that it is right, because it alone is unchangeable. 

It will be much easier for you to endure humiliations if you keep in mind that you are 

not living on Earth for your own glory and for the praise of your own name, but for My 

glory and the praise of My Name. Do not worry about your own glory and your own 

name. If God will be glorified in you, He will give the glory back to you, as He gave it 

back to Me, who was dying as the least in Israel, deprived of worship and rejected by all. 

Do not be afraid of disgrace and slander, of attributed blame. Be afraid only of the one, 

which can be seen in you by God. Human judgement is not final, but such is the Divine 

judgement. Be afraid of the latter, because if you will bring to it only your own glory, 

what My Father will repay you with? But if you stand before Him deprived of worship on 

Earth, but bringing Him praise and glory of His Name, you will receive a reward. 

Children, glory is only one, just as the Truth. You can not possess your own glory and 

return it to God. Possessing glory, you have to give it all to God, and this means getting 

rid of all human glory on Earth, and thus humiliation and contempt. The greater glory 

you desire to bring to God, the lower you have to “fall down” as men. No longer 

possessing any praise and glory of your own, you can be sure that you gave it all to God 

and in peace of heart await Heaven, because there is your glory, which you gave away. 

There is the part that you have lost; there is the Truth for which it was worth loosing 

everything. Amen. 

 

14. Heart of Jesus, king and center of all hearts 

18.06.2014 



I will be igniting your heart with love, of which I am the source. Today, I am taking you 

to My Heart, so that you may get to know that I am King through the infinite mercy of 

My Heart and love, which is above everything. Only love is so great that it overcomes 

everything. In My Sacrifice of the Cross, it defeated Satan, death and sin. It defeated the 

whole world and still defeats in those, who are faithful to it. There is nothing greater 

above love. Nothing can rise above love. There is nothing more powerful than love and 

never will be. All the forces of nature, about which you know, are nothing beside love. 

Even man can defeat them through love. And I, who am Love, defeat all My enemies and 

the whole world with a single beat of My loving Heart. This is why My Heart reigns over 

everything, because love is its power. 

Today, I want to instruct you about the call in which you compare My Heart to the king, 

in whose kingdom all hearts will unite. This will happen through love, because it is love 

that eliminates all boundaries between what is human and what is divine. When the 

hearts of men will ignite with love, they will unite together with My Heart in the fire of 

eternal love. This happens with the saints in Heaven. This can also happen on Earth. 

And if I reign over everything through My love, you also, when your heart will unite with 

Mine through love, will reign in Me and through Me. 

I am the source from which souls come out, and the source to which they return. My 

Heart is a temple of love in which I join human souls with Eternal Love. In My Heart 

and through My Heart, I offer mankind to the Father, who, in My Heart and through My 

Heart, receives into His Kingdom souls married to Me. Through love and faith I join 

them with Me, and through the Sacrifice of My Heart, as through the ever-open gate, I 

lead in these souls to paradise. However, they do not pass through Me, but they pass in 

Me and with Me, because the one who once enters the wound of My Heart will never 

again be deprived of it. The wound of My Heart exudes the drink of Salvation, with 

which I will imbue souls devoted to Me. I will fill them with My Blood, so that like 

infants inspire the first air into their lungs, opening their mouths to the world, the souls 

were able to receive through My Blood the first breath of air in the new world, to which 

My Heart leads you. My Blood will join the souls with Me forever. As air gives and 

conditions life on Earth, so My Blood gives it in Heaven. As the body of man can not live 

without air, so the soul of man can not live without My Blood. As the lungs of man 

unceasingly breathe air, so the soul of man unceasingly breathes My Blood. I will unite 

the whole world in this stream of life-giving Blood, which flew out of My Heart, so that 

all existences newly created in it would be reborn in eternal life for the glory of My 



Father. I will gather My scattered inheritance and I will unite it the Heart agreeable to 

My Father, and all the imperfections of human hearts will melt away in the perfection of 

My Heart.  

In this mystery, you have to learn from Me this truth, that the greatest force is always 

love. It is with love that you have to fight and with love you will defeat all adversities; it 

is through love that you will win souls for Me and through love you will carry them to 

Heaven. Never look for other paths and other ways. Love is everything and is enough for 

everything. Try to get to My Heart through love and in the same way bring in there 

souls. The answer to all your questions is love. No one will ever give you a better answer. 

Look into My Heart and you will obtain the answer to everything. My Heart is the 

Homeland to which you are going to. It is the end and summit on which will melt away 

all your imperfections in the eternal union of our hearts. Amen. 

 

15. Heart of Jesus, in whom are all treasures of wisdom and knowledge 

hearts 

19.06.2014 

Today's message will open your eyes to the truth, which is the power of My Heart. I told 

you already about the virtues, of which it is full and which it wants to share; but now I 

want to tell you about wisdom and knowledge, the gifts of the Holy Spirit, which inhabit 

My Heart. 

Each man is nothing in the face of the omnipotence of God. It is I that fill the soul with 

talents and give abilities to the body. Man alone can develop My gifts, but he is not their 

creator and giver. Wisdom lives in My Heart and the ability to use this wisdom as well. 

The wisdom, of which I speak, is the wisdom of God. Not knowledge, but wisdom. 

Wisdom is My attribute. No one can possess it, if he does not receive it from Me. The 

heart, which is guided by wisdom, is invincible. The heart tells man about the Truth, this 

is why it is the seat of wisdom and one should listen to it. One must not listen to the 

heart, which is not the seat of wisdom, but stupidity. Such a heart leads to the 

destruction of the soul. Such a heart listens to emotions, not wisdom. The wisdom of 

God is a gift of the Holy Spirit and one needs to pray for it. The wisdom of God dwells in 



the heart of man and not in his mind. This is why it is not the mind that one should train 

to become the seat of wisdom, but the heart. The training of the mind can assist the 

process of the purification of the heart, but the mind alone will not be the dwelling of the 

Holy Spirit. This is hwy the heart must be emptied of unnecessary thoughts, feelings and 

flaws that limit the action of the Holy Spirit. 

With wisdom goes in pair the gift of knowledge, because what use is wisdom to man if 

he is unable to use it for the glory of God. He possesses it like a lamp, which he does not 

light in darkness and does not illuminate the path of passers-by, but he rejoices only 

from its ownership. Useless is such wisdom, which does not serve for the salvation of the 

soul and the greater glory of God. The gift of wisdom does not guarantee yet victory to 

the soul. In the humility of the spirit, she should ask for the gift of knowledge to make 

good use of the gift, with which she was gifted. Remember the sins of Solomon, whom I 

have gifted with great generosity. I gave him a tool to conquer the world, but he did not 

use it for My glory. His heart began to fill with pride in order to direct its thoughts 

towards its own glory. The one who received more must guard his heart more and ask 

for the gift of humility and knowledge. Many of My gifts have been wasted irrevocably. 

The wisdom of man is seeking God. Knowledge is the ability to serve God through all the 

talents and gifts that man received from the Creator. My Heart is the dwelling of both of 

these gifts, because I never departed from wisdom and I never exalted myself in My 

humanity, but I remained perfectly obedient to the Eternal Wisdom, which inhabited in 

Me. I am God, since always, but I am also a man who possesses emotions and a heart 

subjected to feelings. Always put the wisdom of God above all feelings; the service of 

God above all emotions, and the Spirit of God will win in you. Pray for your hearts to be 

the temples of God’s wisdom and knowledge. Pray for both of these gifts, because you 

need them both. I am with you to fill you with My grace. Ask and you shall receive. 

Amen. 

 

16. Heart of Jesus, in whom dwells the fullness of divinity 

20.06.2014 

I want to tell you about the Divinity, which inhabits My human Heart, making it 

simultaneously the Heart of God. My human Heart contained My entire Divinity, not 



taking anything away from it because of its human nature. Human feelings did not 

deprive it from Divine freedom. I want to show you the Divinity of My Heart.  When I 

suffered in a human way, I suffered at the same time in a Divine way, feeling deeply the 

wounds inflicted to Me by the entire mankind, removed from the dimensions of time 

and space. All the actions of souls were present at the time of My Passion and deeply 

wounded My Humanity and My Divinity, insulting Me. My human Heart suffered from 

the hatred and the verbal abuse, with which My Mother and I were insulted at the time 

of My Passion. My Divine Heart suffered unspeakably from all the sufferings and insults 

that hit Me and My Mother over all times, during the entire history of mankind. Past 

sins and future sins of mankind poured out in their magnitude on My innocence. My 

Heart, perfectly united with the Heart of the Father, felt how much He is offended. My 

human Heart desired to make amends for all these offenses. 

The human heart does not comprehend the Divine Heart, but My Heart was 

simultaneously the Divine Heart; this is why Redemption was accomplished in it. In it, 

human weakness and sinfulness met with the unfathomable mercy of God. In it, the 

deepest regret and sorrow for committed sins opened the source of merciful grace. In it, 

the atonement of the sinner was accepted and opened the arms of the merciful Father. 

In My Heart reconciled man and God. My Heart encompassed the suffering of God and 

the remorse of man. My heart took possession of the pain of God and the pain of man. 

In My Heart, the Father embraced the Son and the Son entered into the arms of the 

Father. In My Heart was accomplished everything that was conceived in the mind of the 

Father. In My Heart dwells the fullness of humanity and in My Heart dwells the fullness 

of Divinity. 

The fullness of humanity, because as a Man I acknowledged My weakness and atoned 

for all sin, accepting the recompensing suffering out of love for the Father and the entire 

human race. The fullness of Divinity, because as God I knew the enormity of human 

iniquity and the magnitude of the insult that suffered the Divine Majesty, but I have 

shown mercy that surpassed the enormity of all the committed faults in the past, future 

and present. 

The Divine characteristic is to forgive. Forgiveness is the most Divine expression of the 

human heart. Who forgives does it with the power of God. Without the grace of God, no 

one can forgive. The human heart is able to forgive when it derives its strength from 

God. My Heart is the Heart of Man and the Heart of God. It sympathizes with you as the 



human Heart and forgives you as the Divine Heart. Take refuge in My Heart, bringing to 

it your anger, your wounds from the past, your lack of forgiveness. The lack of 

forgiveness is like an arrow, which is poisoned and still sticks in the human heart, and 

because of this the whole body is ailing. This is happening with the soul of man who did 

not forgive. 

Do not be surprised by this. Forgiveness is the highest attribute of God, because it is 

contained in the mercy of God. Therefore it is not surprising that you can not forgive. 

Only I am able to forgive, and you are able to the extent to which I live in you. Therefore, 

you are unsuccessfully trying to forgive through psychics and healers, through science 

and secret arts. No psychological techniques will purify your hearts. Only I forgive and 

only in Me is the source of forgiveness. You can convince your mind through human 

efforts, but the heart of man does not belong to reason. It is free. Subjected to God or to 

His Enemy. The enemy does not desire forgiveness and will not allow the enslaved soul 

to forgive. He will delude with false peace, but the poisoned arrow will still stick in the 

heart of man. I am the Doctor of hearts. I can remove this arrow and heal the wound 

that it inflicted. I can find every drop of poison that poured into the heart of man. I can 

remove it, replacing it with the drops of My precious Blood, Blood of eternal and infinite 

forgiveness. 

Come to Me, precisely now in this month, and always in every month when My Heart is 

worshiped, to ask Me for the grace of forgiveness for you. Open your hearts before Me in 

the sacrament of confession. Through this sacrament, I enter into the hearts. In this 

sacrament, I find the poisoned arrow and pull it out. You will feel pain for a moment, 

but later you will learn to breathe anew. I will tend to the heart sore from the wound 

until its complete healing. Remember not to walk away with open wounds. You have to 

come back to Me, so that I can enter again into your hearts through this sacrament and 

dress these fresh wounds. It will no longer hurt so much. It is like a dressing change. 

When you come to Me constantly, regularly giving Me your hearts in the sacrament of 

reconciliation, I reconcile you with each other and with the world, with people to whom 

you desire to forgive, and also with yourselves. 

 

However, if you want to be completely healed and to completely forgive, you have come 

to Me constantly. Only then you give Me a chance so I may heal you completely. What 

doctor can heal the body of a man suffering for many years through one five-minute 



visit? Give Me a chance and I will prove to you that I can heal absolutely all wounds. 

Completely. Trust Me, because I care about you. In this sacrament, I pour out the 

treasures of My Divine Heart into the open heart of man; I pour out My Divinity, 

forgiveness and mercy in the form of My Blood. This Alliance, from which you are 

allowed to draw during all the days of your life. Under the power of this Alliance, I 

forgive and give forgiveness. It is an endless source of forgiveness. Take it, in order to 

draw life from it into your hearts. I bless you. Amen. 

 

17. In whom the Father was well pleased 

21.06.2014 

I want mankind to know that My Heart is the delight of My Father. And the one who 

worships My Heart, will also be the delight of My Father. My Heart tells you about what 

My Father wants, what God wants. My Heart is the crown of the Father. It praises Him 

and loves. I want you to imitate My Heart in everything and become the object of delight 

of My Father. Seek the truth about My Heart and try to imitate Me in everything. 

My Heart is love, is love for the Father and love for mankind. But the love of the Father 

is first. Only in it and through it, because of this love, I love mankind as Myself. The love 

of the Father is the beginning of everything. Without it the love for man does not exist. 

 Without it there is no Redemption and Salvation of mankind. It is the love for the 

Father that gives Me love for mankind. You have to understand that all good flows from 

the Heart of God and there is no good or love independent from the grace of God. In 

God is all love. 

The love for the Father is thus the first reason for the delight of the Father in My Heart. 

After is My love for mankind and the sacrifice in regard to it. This sacrifice is the fruit of 

obedience towards the Father, who placed in My hands the fate of the world and the life 

of every soul. Obedience to the Will of the Father comes right after love, because it is its 

fruit. Without the first there is no second, and so on, until the smallest virtue that will be 

acquired by the soul. Obedience to the Will of the Father became the cause of 

Redemption and the eternal joy of the saved. My trust in regard to the Father was 

perfect. I proved disobedient towards Myself, opposing My human nature. Instead, I 

trusted above all the Will of the Father, so that His perfect Will, unrestricted by human 



nature and human terms, may be fulfilled. 

 

The third step, thanks to which you will attract to yourself the merciful gaze of the 

Father, is the love for man. First of all for Mary, My Mother, who as the Immaculate 

Conception opened for mankind the gates of Heaven. She, as the first and chosen by 

God, is worthy after Him of the greatest love. The heart which honors the Mother of God 

will find delight in the eyes of the Father. From this love also flows out a particular bond 

and love for man as such, regardless of who it is. Respect for man, as the creature of 

God, especially beloved and exalted, gives glory to God. Goodness in regard to people 

wins over graces to the soul. Through this attitude of the heart, which directs love in 

these three directions, God receives His due glory and is pleased with the heart that is 

filled with that love. From it are born the graces and virtues necessary for the testimony 

about love and life in the love of God. 

Daughter, if you want God to be well pleased in your heart, love. Everything else is a 

consequence of love. Be love, uniting in everything your heart with Mine. If you want to 

have the certainty that God the Father is also well pleased in your heart, try to never 

detach yourself from My Heart, always stay in its interior. Ask Me during each holy 

Communion to completely conform your heart to Mine. I will not refused you. I will do 

as you ask Me. You will love then with My Heart and I will transform you. I will free you 

from human pettiness and I will introduce you into the space of magnanimous sacrifice, 

whose fruit will be the purest love. Love with which loves God Himself. You will rule My 

Heart through a complete union with it. All this is prepared for those who desire, who 

ask, who believe and who trust. 

 

18. Of whose fullness we have all received 

21.06.2014 

I am the Fullness of everything. I have already told you about it, but today I want to 

encourage you to draw. Often people are afraid to ask for great things. They only ask for 

small things. And I want to perform miracles. Miracles testify about My real presence. 

They stimulate faith, strengthen it and give birth to it in hearts devoid of it. Performing 

miracles, I perform them with joy. This is not a debt, which is growing and that you have 



to repay. You would never be able to repay the debt that you have towards Me. It is 

forever repaid precisely by Me and precisely for this reason, that no man would ever be 

able to repay it. The miracles and graces, which I give you, I bought them for you on the 

cross for the price of My Blood. Everything that I acquired for you, I acquired for the 

price of My Blood. Now I want to give away these treasures, which I bought for you and 

only for you. I do need them for Me. I am the Plenitude. I desire them for you. 

You can not repay My graces, but you can show Me gratitude. You can thank Me and be 

grateful to Me, by sharing your graces with the poor souls who lack them. Never boast 

about My gifts. Never brag about them in front of others, so I do not take them away 

from you and give to those, in front of whom you were bragging about My grace. These 

gifts, which I give you, serve you in specific purposes. I do not expect the repayment of 

these graces, as if I had lent them to you. No, I give you, but I want gratitude and you 

will show Me gratitude through fidelity. Remember from Whom you have these gifts and 

who bought them for you for the highest possible price. 

I give and I give without end. What can you give Me? I am the one who gives and does 

not expect reciprocity. I know that I am God, and you a handful of dust in My hand. 

However, I created you from nothingness so that you may be similar to Me. This 

similarity I give and desire to multiply, making you more and more similar to Me. 

Understand that since I am the Plenitude of all things and I desire to give without end, it 

depends only on your faith how much you will receive. I do not have borders. My favors 

have no measure. I can do anything. I want to perform extraordinary signs. I am like an 

artist dedicated to his art, who will re-enact his best show for one person in the 

audience, not caring about his own pride and money. Such I am. I will be the fullness for 

all, but if all disdain My art, I will give this fullness to the handful who will come to Me, 

ignoring the opinion of the world. 

Understand that by giving, I do not lose. Understand that everything that you are and 

what you possess is My gift, for which I do not demand repayment. I want to raise you, 

so you may be My companion; understand what I say; feel what I feel; desire what I 

desire. I want to raise the soul to the heights of My understanding, the existence through 

love and for love. I want to give. Do not be afraid to take. My goal is to win you over for 

wisdom for centuries. My goal is to sit down with you not as with a servant, but as with a 

friend, and to share with you My endless joy. I know that you are able to receive it, you 

are able to be enthralled by it. I know that you will understand. I am waiting to share 



what I possess, in order to open My Heart before a heart similar to Mine, which 

understands Me. I want to attract you to My Divinity and make you its participant in 

eternity. In order to accomplish this, I need to prepare your heart, giving to it, giving 

and giving without end. And you take, take and take without end. Do not pick and 

choose among graces, as in foods that you like and do not like. In the humility of your 

heart, believe that everything that I give you is necessary for you. Trust me. Trust me 

without end and only ask for more. Amen. 

 

19. Desire of the everlasting hills 

21.06.2014 

I belong to you as an inheritance, which was given to you by the Father. You inherited 

the Kingdom together with its King. I am the wealth and the splendor of virtues, which I 

will shower upon you. By choosing Me, you will always run across the right path that 

leads to the Kingdom. I give Myself to you with My cross, but together with it you obtain 

everything that I have won through it. I will give you souls, lots of souls. I will give you 

things about which you did not dream, nor did your thought flounder that far. My 

imagination and yours, daughter, can not be matched. My making you happy and your 

making Me happy are two different dimension, as comparing vacuum and fullness. Yet, 

I lower Myself for your crumbs, because for Me they have an infinite value. I want to 

draw form your pitcher. You, draw from Mine. I have revealed to you the wealth of My 

Heart in order to lure you. I want to enamor you in My Heart and win you over for it. 

Everything that I am filled with internally, you can receive because of your dedication 

and you will receive. 

My Kingdom is the place of eternal peace and love of peace. Only those who love peace 

will enter it. So that they do not threaten peace, their peace will be tried, so they may 

prove to Me that they deserve this reward. In My Kingdom, there is no fear. In My 

Kingdom, there is no violence. You want to have Heaven on Earth, but you despise My 

Kingdom. You want to build yours based on exploitation, because upon hearts which did 

not accept My Kingdom and do not live according to its principles. It is impossible. 

Only the One who is Peace will bring you the Kingdom that you desire, and only He can 

guarantee you life. The King who loves and desires to love. No one outside of Love will 



be safe and can survive. You desire to obtain what I have, not imitating Me, following 

your own paths that do not consist of stepping behind Me. You want to create a world 

without Me, a kingdom without Me, peace without Me and love without Me. You want to 

attain eternal happiness and beauty without Me. You will not succeed in this. By 

searching for love without Me, you will find hatred; by creating peace without Me, you 

will create war; by searching for happiness on your own, you will find anguish; by 

striving towards eternal life without Me, you will find eternal death. 

Everything that the world desires is in Me, through beauty, wealth and glory, up till the 

eternal life in happiness. You strive during the entire life towards goals that I have 

appointed to you, but without Me. This is why your search for happiness makes the 

world and all its inhabitants unhappy. And I have happiness and peace for all. I have 

wealth and beauty for all. In all your pursuits, you desire Me alone, who possesses 

everything and who is everything. Yet, you stubbornly claim that it is not Me that you 

desire. But I tell you this; it is precisely Me that you desire. 

I am the fulfillment of all human desires and aspirations, all the dreams about eternal 

happiness. However, the enemy distorted your youthful desires, marred them by sin and 

destroyed their innocence, so that you can no longer find their connection with Me. You 

will receive from him the fulfillment of lusts, in which he has transformed your innocent 

and holy desires. However, by satisfying lusts, you move away from the fulfillment of 

desires, which only I can satisfy forever. Return to the purity of your hearts and to the 

truth, in which you have been standing in front of yourselves. Enter into the very center 

of your desires, and you will know what their cause is. 

I promise to fulfill every desire of anyone, who will come to Me and will entrust it to Me 

along with himself. I will not forget. I will not deceive. You will receive. But seek, casting 

away your little lusts and the excesses of the world, and desiring true values. Anything 

that is not contrary to My law and is not an insult to My love, you can entrust to Me.  I 

will remember. Live, looking towards the fulfillment of all your desires in Me. Eternally. 

Everything that you do not possess on Earth, you can receive in Heaven. Everything that 

you did not receive on Earth, awaits for you in Heaven. Even that, what is your greatest 

desire. It is precisely this that you will receive as a reward. Seek happiness that does not 

pass, and that is in Me and through Me. Amen. 

 



20. Patient and most merciful 

25.06.2014 

I come to teach you a certain truth. I wish to share My mercy with mankind. Daughter, 

the one who shows mercy is worthy of the greatest mercy from Me and will receive it. 

The one who forgets wrongs, imitates Me. If I sought to obtain payment for every insult, 

I would be cruel in My anger. I strive for reconciliation because of My Heart, in which 

reigns love. Love always strives for reconciliation, wants to win over souls, wants to 

forgive. Above all, I want to forgive. Only after, when all other measures fail, I instruct 

through punishment and anger. But I do not desire to punish. I would like only to 

reward. Mankind forces Me towards what I do not desire. If you knew My Mercy, you 

would not be afraid to ask for forgiveness. For forgiveness for all. 

My Heart is patient. It can wait. It can wait for years, until its love is recognized. The 

humility of My Heart is so great that I can wait for the soul through her entire life and I 

do not give up in asking for her love, until the time when she will permanently reject Me. 

The human heart has such a great value for Me, that I gladly forgive just to win it over 

for Me. Generosity in showing mercy is My nature, My life among you. I am Love that 

lives, continually being reborn and multiplying through love and forgiveness. 

I am able to be patient because I love, because I have such great hope that I can wait for 

years and in one moment forget all the animosity. By repenting, a soul submerged in 

death becomes in one moment so beautiful, that this view rewards Me all her faults. I 

only want to lead her by the hand and never recall her past faults. I strive to beget souls 

for Heaven. This is My goal for which I show souls such great patience and such great 

mercy, because above all I desire your souls in Heaven. It is I that strive towards this. 

This is my goal. You just do not hinder Me in its realization with your stubbornness and 

rebellion, and I will reach it for sure. 

I desire that the hearts of those, who go in My name, were the same as My Heart. I 

desire that you were patient and of great mercy. I want you to have love and mercy for 

everyone. Do not judge those who are in the darkness, but bring them to Me, so I may 

enlighten them. My Heart does not seek revenge, but always seeks souls, their welfare, 

and their love. Remember, if you need forgiveness, come to Me, and you will certainly 

receive it. I have not appointed you a limit of falls or a number for your trespasses. My 

Heart is infinitely merciful and infinitely patient. Remember about this when coming to 



Me. You also be patient towards yourselves, and draw love for yourselves from My 

Heart. 

I want to gift you without end and forgive without end. I love to forgive. By forgiving, I 

show My mercy; and by showing My mercy, I show My Divinity more than if I was 

throwing upon you thunderbolts and fireballs of justice. My punishments are a last 

resort to which you force Me, by despising My Mercy. However, I administer them with 

pain and pain fills Me at the thought of their inevitability in front of your stubbornness. 

But I still have hope that you will wish for My mercy and you will ask Me for it, and you 

will receive it before it will be too late. Amen. 

 

21. Enriching all who invoke Thee 

26.06.2014 

I come and speak. I speak to the ears of the world, so it may hear that there is hope for 

it. If it turns with its whole heart to Me and will call upon Me, I will listen. I want to 

listen. Every day, I listen intently to your prayers and wait, in order to be able to fulfill 

My promises. Remember, no one, who does not ask, can receive. You have to ask a lot. 

Remember that great graces are always the fruit of many years of requests, sometimes 

even the prayers of entire generations, sacrifices of entire generations, and self-denials 

of entire generations. However, these generations live in anticipation of the fulfillment 

of the promises made to their fathers. If they will not doubt, they will only accelerate 

their fulfillment. 

I listen to everyone who asks for pity My merciful Heart. I want to perform miracles. I 

want to transform hearts, I want to renew the face of the world. I desire a complete 

renewal of your hearts. Everything is possible for the one, who believes. I believe. 

Always. I wait for the soul till the end and I believe that it will accept My graces. 

Although I know how she will behave, because for My Divinity there is nothing 

unknown, but being a source of hope, I Myself never lose hope and never cease to 

summon the soul. And you? Why do you lose hope so fast? Surely I have told you this 

many times: “Ask, and it shall be given to you; knock, and it shall be opened to you”. 

Why you do not ask persistently? Why, when asking, you do not rejoice already in My 

mercy and grace, which you will certainly receive, because after all I have announced to 



you: “Ask, and it shall be given to you”. Why do you wonder when you notice that I care 

about you? Why do you wonder when I hear out your requests? After all, I have 

announced to you that I will do so. 

Children, I will listen and I will give more than you can expect. I am generous and My 

Heart does not ration out gifts, but lavishes them upon you. My hand is full to the brim. 

Only thus I give you. I am unable to ration out graces for you. When I give, I give 

handfuls. After all, you know what My blessing means. It means that the house, in which 

I will take up residence, enjoys all the graces and the members of this house will all be 

gifted by Me. Ask. For you it is enough to ask. You can receive everything. But do not be 

afraid. Do not fear. Ask with faith. Ask for great things. Does it make a difference for Me 

to perform a small or a great feat? I am God. For Me, everything is equally simple. It is 

only you that consider things to be more or less possible, more or less difficult. 

Children, I repeat to you, for God there is nothing impossible. The only obstacle for you 

in getting to know the generosity of My Heart is your lack of faith. You must believe in 

two things: first, that I am good, and second, that for Me there is nothing impossible and 

the world, which I have created, is obedient to Me. My Word creates. My Word brings to 

life. My Word defines reality. The world does not exist alone by itself, but was created by 

Me and lives thanks to My grace, because I sustain its life. My one Word can change 

this. My omnipotence has no limits. Only love has power upon Me, because being love 

Myself, I desire reciprocity. 

Daughter, when asking, always consider the goodness of My Heart and the generosity 

with which I have created the world. Could I not have created a single flower and 

reproduced it over the entire Earth? Would a single kind of food not be enough for you? 

One color? One star? Everything that you have received represents to you the generosity 

of My Heart. Look at the birds, which did not ask for the grace of flying. Look at the 

flowers, which did not ask Me for a pleasant fragrance. And you, to whom I gave minds 

so that you may desire your God and call upon His name, to whom I gave language so 

that it may praise Me and call upon My mercy, will you not receive? I ask you to ask. I 

ask you to live by faith. I want to step into your life as your God. A God who is alive, 

near, nearest and almighty. Ask and believe, as if you had already received. You will see 

that My Heart will not withhold its generosity, seeing true faith. I bless you all, in the 

name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 



22. Fountain of life and holiness 

27.06.2014 

I want the world to get to know Me such as I am for it. Merciful without end. Now is the 

time of acceptance of My mercy. I pour My Heart in these Messages and you know that 

everyone, who will only want, will truly experience My love and will understand that I 

am his greatest desire. Daughter, I want you to write without fear, because your path is 

My path. I am God and I alone decide which way I will go. Do not be afraid. Believe in all 

that My Will allows to happen. I stand over every event. I allow them. You, accept and 

trust. Ask and believe. 

And now I will dictate to you the message concerning the next call: “Heart of Jesus, 

fountain of life and holiness.” I told you already about holiness, the source of which 

springs from My merciful Heart. From this same Heart also flows the drink of life, with 

which I nourish the soul. My Most Holy Blood, the source that sprang from My spear-

pierced Heart, will never run out. This source performs miracles in the souls. It turns 

death into life. As the angel of death, passing by, leaves dead what was alive; so My 

Blood miraculously revives that, what was dead. You have no reason to be concerned 

due to your sins, because the source of My merciful Heart will completely purify your 

soul. Come to wash yourself in this source. The water from this source purifies all 

impurity, rinses each part of the soul and does not leave anything that might not please 

God. My Heart is waiting for souls, to wash away their faults and give them to drink with 

life-giving Blood. In this Heart you will find everything that you can wish for and that 

you might need on your way to Heaven. 

I want to reveal to you the truth that this wonderful source, opened on Earth, spurts 

with all its power and love in Heaven. However already on Earth you have access to it. 

You can find it through the sacrament, which I have set up for your perfection, the 

sacrament of penance and reconciliation. In this sacrament, I open to you the gate of 

Heaven, so you may enter and draw from the source of My merciful Heart. My source 

accepts sin and absorbs it in the immensity of its mercy. It is no longer there and ceases 

to exist. In My Heart exists a sea of grace and an ocean of mercy, and your sin is a grain 

of sand that sinks to the bottom, does not mean anything. You are free. I pour streams of 

graces into your soul, thanks to which I lead you towards holiness; and streams of 

forgiveness, thanks to which you live. 



Thus, remember and accept this truth, that the ocean of My mercy and the source of all 

graces are one and the same source, spurting from My Sacred Heart. Into this Heart you 

will enter in no other way than through the ministry of the priest in the sacrament of 

penance and reconciliation. You should however call it the sacrament of life, because in 

it I restore life to souls. Your perfection arises upon the base of My grace. Without this 

sacrament, you can not grow. The soul of man must draw upon God in order to grow, 

only upon God, and God gives Himself in the sacraments. By drinking from this source, 

you will never thirst again, because I will give you to drink for everlasting times. I wish 

that the souls truly opened their hearts before Me. The wider they will open them, the 

more graces will flow upon them. Step by step, I will teach them holiness. Step by step, I 

will lead them to eternal life. 

Receive My sacrament, go to it more often. This is not a festive banquet. This is life. One 

breath during the day is not enough for the body, and so for the soul it is not enough to 

confess only on holidays. Breath conditions the temporal life, and confession conditions 

the eternal life in the soul. You have to drink from this source of life and holiness so that 

you may reach perfection. I invite you. This source is full of grace and does not open for 

you only once a year, as the pond in which the water moved only once, and the poor and 

sick had to wait for months in order to find healing in it. The living source about which I 

am telling you is open to you every day and every day I touch upon its water, so it may 

heal, fortify, and miraculously cure souls. Come and drink, come and wash yourselves, 

dip your wounds, and you will be miraculously cured. 

 

23. Priopitation for our sins 

29.06.2014 

I want mankind to look again into My Heart and see that there is still hope for it, and 

this hope is My Sacred Heart and the Immaculate Heart of My Mother. These two 

Hearts paid for the transgressions of mankind and these two Hearts are and will forever 

remain the propitiation and hope of mankind. 

Today I want to comfort you with a look into the depth of My Heart. My Heart is a 

Sacrifice for God, in which I immerse all your sacrifices. My Heart is the propitiative 

Sacrifice, through which I perform the sacrifice of propitiation and reconciliation of your 



souls with God. All sins are mud, thrown in the face of My Father; the enormity of 

ingratitude, with which the Earth sullies its name. I collect this mud from the face of My 

Father and I annihilate it with My burnt Sacrifice. I free the world from its crimes and 

make all things new in My Heart and through it. 

The Altar, upon which I place My Heart, is Mary. In her Immaculate Heart is performed 

this most holy rite. It is she that is the Altar of propitiation, and I its eternal Sacrifice. 

The priest making the Sacrifice to My Father calls upon Me, so I may come down and 

atone for the sins of mankind, but I always come through My Mother and offer Myself 

through My Mother – a Sacrifice for a Sacrifice. I am the Lamb placed on Her 

Immaculate Heart, so that the altar may be worthy of its Sacrifice. Mary is the 

unblemished Altar, pure since always and pure forever. I always come in Her and 

through Her, because the earth is not worthy of Me to stand upon it. Thus, it has Me 

through the sacrifice of My Mother, who covers before Me the defiled face of the Earth. 

- O Altar, pure, ready, built for the offering of the Sacrifice upon it and never destroyed, 

raised by the hand of God, not man - summon Me. An Altar so worthy must be crowned 

and honored by the Sacrifice offered upon it. Your Name summons Me. Streams of My 

forgiveness poured upon you in My Blood. I gave to You the Blood of propitiation, which 

I have received from You. I give it back to You, Mother, so it may again be Yours. I give 

You all the Blood of innocence, so by possessing its every drop, with it you may sanctify 

the Earth. 

That is what the Heart of My Mother is. That is what My Heart is. Altar and Sacrifice, 

always inextricably united through Blood. The Sacrifice offers itself on the Altar. The 

Sacrifice not offered on the Altar is unworthy. The Altar, upon which is offered the 

Sacrifice, was chosen, cleansed and built by God Himself. I do not want other altars and 

I will not suffer upon them. Only this one alone is pleasant to Me and only upon it My 

Sacrifice will never cease. What for a temple without an Altar? How will you propitiate 

Me? Your sin will build up and fill the entire tabernacle, because it will lack the Sacrifice 

of Propitiation. I and My Altar are a gift to mankind. Where the Sacrifice will be offered, 

there will be the blessing of the highest God. 

Your sacrifices, your hearts, you should offer to Me on this same Altar, which I have 

chosen. Then, they will join with My Sacrifice and your blood will join with Mine.  I can 

not reject such a sacrifice, even if it was the smallest, because the Altar upon which you 



offer it is worthy. Everything that will be offered on this Altar will be accepted, and will 

become a pure sacrifice and pleasant to God. Although it is the sacrifice that purifies the 

altar, this Altar was not made by human hand and the Sacrifice that was offered upon it 

as first and unspoiled, is not a human Sacrifice, but a Sacrifice of God and Man, which 

made this Altar the holiest tabernacle of Love. 

 

24. Loaded down with opprobrium 

5.07.2014 

My Heart unveils itself before you. My Heart desires to be discovered, as an unknown 

land full of harvests, as a land full of hidden treasures. Discover Me. I want to be 

revealed before the world. I want to talk about My treasures to mankind. I am an 

uninhabited island, which desires to nourish and give shelter to those who will discover 

it. I am the paradisaical life of those, who will manage to reach the shore. 

My Daughter, My Heart is sweetness for you, but bitterness for Myself. In order to be 

the sweetness of mankind, I had to fill Myself with the bitterness of the world. My Heart 

in your lips is exquisitely sweet, although it is filled with enormous suffering, 

unspeakable pain and sorrow. It is filled with ingratitude and insults coming from the 

mouth of man. Do you understand why, however, it is sweet for you? Because I have 

never returned any blow inflicted to it. Thanks to love, it could absorb the entire hatred 

of the world. Do not let your heart rot. Do not let suffering take away from it the 

sweetness, which I desire. Let no events spoil its taste, the taste that tastes good to God. 

Your heart in the manner of Mine must be filled with the disgrace of the world, but in 

the manner of Mine can not lose its sweetness. When you do not cease to bless and pray 

for those who fill you with bitterness, you absorb it and it ceases to exist. In you I am 

transforming the world. However, if you cursed and dwelt on the evil that was done to 

you, you would multiply the bitterness of the world and there would be no place for Me 

in your heart. I like sweet waters and in them I rest. Remember that the help for your 

heart is always My Heart. If you do not have enough love to defeat the bitterness 

encompassing you, call upon My Heart for help, and I will gift you with its sweetness 

and you will not lose your innocence. You will multiply My blessing for the world. You 

will mitigate My justice and relieve My pain. 



The more you will be able to accept for Me, the more I will offer to you. Take everything 

as if I wanted to repair in your heart the world, clean its streets, wash its seas, remove its 

landfills, and all this will be accomplished in you. Allow Me to fill you with the disgrace 

and the ingratitude of people. Do not repay them according to this measure. You, repay 

with good for evil. With blessing for a curse. Be an unshakable fortress in which love 

abides unshaken, and in which it is multiplied endlessly. I will equip you for great 

battles. I will give you a warm heart, courageous and sincere, so it may contain for Me 

the power of the impurity of the Earth. For Me, however, and for all who will come to 

refresh themselves in it, it will be sweet and exquisite, even though it alone will be full of 

the pain of the world. 

Remember, you have one heart. It belongs to God. Make it similar to Mine. Thanks to 

prayer and forgiveness, you will transform what I offer to you. Thanks to My Heart, you 

will gift the world. I know that pain removes desire and sweetness, but only for you. For 

Me, your heart then becomes very beautiful and I can not resist its charm. And everyone 

who will see it will desire it, even though for you it will be hard to endure its pain. 

Transform the world for Me. I count that you will transform it for Me. Allow Me to 

perform in you My purification, in order for the world to become free. Transform evil 

into good and fill the soul with it. Amen. 

 

25. Bruised for our offenses 

6.07.2014 

I want human hearts to bear a sacrifice for Me, just as My Heart sacrificed itself for all 

mankind. I choose hearts into which I desire to pour My blessings. Blessings are not 

always felt as peace. Oh no. Blessings sometimes bring the sword, because the world 

hates peace and will demolish it by all means. The world desires destruction and it will 

have it. My Heart multiplies blessings in oppression. I plant My grapes in the darkness, 

so that they may bear a fruit that will shine in the darkness. I want to fill them with My 

gifts. My gifts are plentiful. My gifts are heavy from the burden of their effects. Accept. 

Accept My peace and accept My sword. Because I do not come to say: “Peace be with 

you”, but to say: “Here is your God”. Who receives Me will receive the peace and the 

sword; who rejects Me will receive a blow, a fatal wound, from which he will never again 

recover. 



Daughter, open your heart to My contempt. Accept My blessing, which costs you a lot.  

Accept My sword, with which I rush you into the fight. The fight will be great. Do you 

know who will be victorious? If you know, why do you ask Me about the losses? Why are 

considering your losses, if you know that the fight will be won? Is it not worth it to you 

to endure all hardships for such a great goal? Your sacrifice is needed by Me. Each 

sacrifice is needed by Me. I will take it. 

My heart became the fighting arena for hate wishing to crush it. My Heart, even crushed 

into dust, remained faithful and brave. My Heart has never been afraid, even though My 

human nature was thoroughly filled with fear. But not My heart. My Heart, which was 

the seat of love, could not be afraid. Do not let failures discourage you, and do not let a 

lack of understanding be an obstacle for you. Yield to the punishment of flogging by 

giving Me your heart. I accept your sacrifice, because it is a loving sacrifice. Your heart 

should be crushed into dust, so it may become similar to Mine.  All pride and human 

arrogance will disappear form it. I will bring it out to the heights of love and mercy. 

Daughter, do not give your heart to consolations. Give it to sufferings, and you will unite 

with Me. Let Me take up residence in you together with My cross. I need it. You also 

need it. There is no Salvation without the cross. Come in and look at My Heart, how 

great is its wound. Now compare to it your heart. Look, how small is your wound. 

Become similar to Me. Let My suffering comfort you. Search for strength in it and in 

nothing else. I will be yours and I will be making you similar to My perfection. I bless 

you daughter. Amen. 

 

26. Obedient to death 

7.07.2014 

My Heart experienced temptation, but did not give into it. My Heart remained faithful 

to the end. Hear and remember: only that heart is faithful, which remains faithful to the 

end. Only that love is faithful, which does not pass. Everything besides Love must end 

on this Earth, but Love never dies. The desires of My Heart are in accordance with the 

Will of God. They never oppose it and this is why I perfectly give My love to the Father. 

Love desires the will of the beloved. Love wishes to be a sacrifice of love. Humble 

yourself to the end. Love that lasts in joy will not manage to give God His rightful glory, 



since it lasts because of joy. Love that lasts in oppression is purified and lasts despite the 

pain and the suffering. This love has real value. Therefore, not the one loves and not the 

one will be saved who calls My Name, crying out: “Lord”, but the one who will endure to 

the end, who will keep to the end the love that he had in times of joy. 

Obedience to God is a way to show Him love and fidelity. Obedience must be perfect in 

order for the Will of God to be fulfilled perfectly. Obedience to God gives man a 

guarantee of Salvation, because the Will of God does not want the death of man, but 

wants to gift him with eternal life. Good does not exist outside of the Will of God, so 

everyone, who follows along the will of God, must necessarily be saved. Obedience in 

times of peace and joy is easy and does not cause great difficulties to the soul. But when 

God desires to prepare the soul to ascend to His glory, He puts it thought trials, 

demanding equal obedience in the time of fight and unrest. Then, standing up for the 

Will of God brings only pain, and joy remains only in the light of the spirit. 

Partial obedience does not have any value. You must be obedient, if you want to receive 

the reward. A soul partially obedient to God can not expect a reward. She loves Me 

partially, and she partially worships My enemy who dishonors Me. I will not accept such 

love. I desire that love for Me be pure, without admixture of love for anyone and 

anything that contradicts the love for Me. 

My love for man expresses itself in the obedience to the Will of My Father to the end. To 

fulfill the Will of the Father, I had to deny Myself and in My Heart worship only the Will 

of the Father. Searching only for His Will and never My own. I have shown to man how 

he should prove his fidelity. One should abide in obedience to the end, until death, even 

if it became increasingly difficult and over time seemed downright impossible. For God, 

however, there is nothing impossible. Therefore, man should only fulfill the Will of God 

and count on the fact that God will complete what is impossible. 

Man should only do what is in his power, and pass the rest to God and rely on His 

supernatural intervention, supernatural strength and power. Man united with the Will 

of God will also receive the power of God for the preservation of obedience. The entire 

wisdom is in the preservation of faith and hope, which grow out of love. If you preserve 

faith, for the Love that you recognize and that you desire, nothing will be too hard for 

you and nothing will be impossible for you. Preserve the faith to the end, and you will 

also preserve to the end the obedience to the Will of God. I bless you and I bless your 



heart, so that unshakable love, which will endure everything and will persevere to the 

end, may always reign in it. Amen. 

 

27. Pierced with a lance 

9.07.2014 

I desire for My Heart to be known, so that people would come to it as to a waterhole for 

souls. I would like that there was no one who would be afraid to approach My Heart. I 

am Mercy. My Heart delivered itself for sinners, to show you how much I desire your 

Salvation. Love, which fills Me, can not be contained in My human Heart. This is why 

My Heart burst from love for you, to complete its loving sacrifice. 

When I was dying on the cross, among the enormity of pain and fear, My Heart loved 

you with a power that you will never be able to grasp, but you can always believe in it 

and accept it with all its strength. My Heart desired sacrifice, because the love, which 

filled it, could not be otherwise released. No gift would return My love and bring relief to 

My Heart, only a gift of life, of immortality, of Divinity and glory. Everything that made 

up the essence of My mission, I wanted to offer in sacrifice. The terrible pain that I felt 

could not show you yet My love, but it could show you My Heart. 

I opened for you My Heart with love. My Heart burst from the enormity of love, to free 

eternal life and pour it in torrents of grace on Earth. My Heart is the Heart of man and 

the Heart of God. My love tore the Heart of God and opened the Heart of man to God. I 

desired for My Heart to become nourishment for you. I desired to give it to you forever, 

to show you its truth, to reveal its love for you. In the cutting edge of the blade that 

pierced Me, I captured the hate of man who ultimately rejected God and His love, and in 

this ultimate rejection My love gushed for the last time with its grace and its forgiveness. 

God forgives, even when it is too late. The power of My forgiveness reaches above 

human possibilities and dimensions. You must never lose hope, because after receiving 

the final blow from the hand of mankind, I do not cease to love it and to repay it with 

good for evil. Although My justice must be fulfilled, the mercy that I brought into the 

world, suffering innocently and praising God, became for you a defensive shield, which 

 your ancestors did not have. Even if the deeds of man are the spear that pierces My 



Heart, ultimately the one who uses the spear against Me will be saved, if only he 

awakens in his heart pity and sorrow upon Me and upon what he did to Me. 

Everything that is evil, I can transform into good. The spear, with which I was pierced, 

became a tool of love thanks to which My Heart poured out upon mankind with salutary 

grace. Worse than your spears is your disbelief, because the spear, though painfully, 

pierced My Heart and brought out its love for you. Disbelief however does not strike out 

with its hand against God, but kills Him in an invisible, hidden way, kills Him with the 

mind, already rejecting before time His love and mercy, which He could pour upon the 

sinful soul to save her. Disbelief flees away from God in His mercy, saying to Him “No!” 

to all, “No!” always and forever “No!”. 

I deplore those who do not even approach My cross and do not verify whether I truly 

died for you. I prefer a hundredfold those who are struggling with their disbelief and 

examine My death and put fingers in My wounds and measure and weight My Blood, 

even though this insults Me. I prefer a hundredfold those, because knowing their 

disbelief, they fight it with human means. Real, inhuman pain fills Me at the thought of 

those, who do not even do that, and do not even desire to look when I give Myself to 

them in thousands of scientific experiments. Their stubbornness injures My Heart more 

than the spear thrust in My Heart. Their obstinacy does not want to convince itself of 

My death, in order not to discover My love. Their obstinacy is indifference, a curtain of 

indifference, which is worse than the wall and the heart of stone. I can not strike it, 

because as a curtain it flees the blow; I can not crush it, because with its softness it 

covers itself before every action. Indifferent people, who do not seek the truth and refuse 

its raison d’être, are My greatest pain. I can not help them, because they flee My grace, 

rejecting it before I manage to pour it out. Amen. 

 

28. Source of all consolation 

12.07.2014 

Today I will comfort you. You do not trust Me enough, but I will take you today to a 

place, where you will see all the love of My Heart that I have for you. Open your eyes to 

see. Open your ears to hear what your God is saying to you. My Heart is your dwelling, 

the Homeland towards which you are heading. The home in which you will place your 



head. The arm upon which you will support yourself. My Heart is your paradise, where 

you will free yourself forever from worries. You are heading towards My Heart. This is 

why, while going to Me, you should consider the love of My Heart and expect it towards 

you. You are going to Me for love and you will receive it. Then what should you have 

with you, when you will come to Me? What can you offer Me for such a great gift? Also 

love. Only love. Thus, concentrate yourself on the love for Me. Try to understand My 

intentions, but do not worry yourself when you do not understand them. My thoughts 

are the thoughts of God. Your thoughts – the thoughts of man. You will not catch up 

with Me, but I will be appearing to you. Remember, however, that your thoughts are the 

thoughts of man, and Mine are not. What is obvious to you does not have to be true. 

Remember that I am the Truth. Count only on Me. Put your trust in Me and do not get 

in My way. I will guide. You always step behind Me. 

Understand now, that I will make no step without you. I came into the world for you and 

I do not want to go back without you. Thus, I will slow down so you can keep up. I will 

not leave you behind. I will adapt to you, but you always try to keep the pace with Me. 

 Look, we go to the Father together. Trust Me. I want to get there along with you. I want 

to live with you. I want to show you thousands of My mysteries. I want to make you 

happy with the eternal reward. I want to open Heaven before you and rejoice in your 

happiness. This is My goal, for which I came down on Earth and allowed Myself to be 

nailed to the cross. Our life together will only begin. I want you to look deep into My 

Heart. Look into it, when it is all bare, when I am nailed to the cross, and My Heart is 

opened for suffering with a spear. 

Remove it and see what will happen. Tilt the cup of your heart and gather into it all My 

love, which will pour in My humanity as Blood and water, the absolute rest of love that I 

have not yet shed for you. Do you believe Me now? Is there in Me even an ounce of life, 

of love, which I have not given to you? Drink up My love to the last drop of Blood, it all 

belongs to you. Drink up My life to the last drop of Blood, I give it to you completely. 

Drink up My immortality, My glory, My power, My hope to the last drop of life-giving 

Blood, because it is for you that I have allowed it to flow out. Now look into My Heart. 

What do you see? The Heart of a man beaten without mercy for love, for this Heart that 

was able only to love. Look at My Heart and have mercy upon it. It is totally defenseless 

against the world, because it defends itself only with love. It opens itself to every blow, 

so that by opening itself, it may bring forth from itself love for everyone who will look at 

it, regardless of whether he will want to kiss it or whether he will want hit it. It does not 



matter. It is enough that you look at it, and it already belongs to you. My Heart gives 

itself to anyone who wants to look at it, because it loves voraciously and voraciously 

wants to prove its love to every soul. 

Thus look once again. You bring Me joy just by looking into it. Here is your paradise 

lost. I got it back for you and here it is, open, nailed by a spear to the tree upon which it 

has been lost. Take it, it is all yours, without borders, without any prohibitions. This 

time, I am giving it to you with no possibility of losing it. It is all yours, yours forever. 

Behold, I, who became the gate of paradise, open to you its doors. Come. Take what I 

have won for you. Look now at My Heart, the spear removed, the wound open; the 

entire Blood and water flew into your heart and gave you Life. Now I live in you. I am in 

you. My sacrifice remained on the cross, but My Life is in you. Now I live in you and 

through you, because you accepted My Blood – My love and My Life. I am Life in you 

and I am Love in you. 

Look into My Heart, have a look into its center. Through the open wound within it, you 

can see through Me. I did not lie to you. I truly suffered. I truly loved. I really died. 

Understand and accept this truth, that everything I did own as a man, I gave to you in 

My second Person: in the human blood, but in the Divine soul; in the human body, but 

in the Divine mind. I can not give you more, because I gave absolutely everything. Now, 

just believe that My love is true. Believe and accept. In moments of doubt, go under the 

cross. Open the cup of your heart and drink. Let My Sacrifice reinvigorate your heart. 

Please, do not doubt, but enter through the open wound into My Heart. Look at it more 

closely. Is there left within it even an ounce of Blood, of love, which I have not given to 

you? Did I preserve at least a drop for Myself? Did I hide from you a drop for another 

soul? No, I gave it all to you. Did I hide it from you, because I do not love you as I have 

told you? Look. If you find even one drop of Blood that I did not give to you, one breath 

that I did not forego for you, I am a liar. But if you will not find a breath within Me, and 

My Heart will be dried out thoroughly, it means that I was telling you the truth. I have 

always been telling you the truth, and My love is true and deserves faith. 

Then take up residence in My Heart, remain in it forever. With your breath and with 

your blood, we are one. Live in Me, and you will attain paradise on Earth. Hide in My 

Heart, and nothing ever will be able to make you unhappy. I am yours. Whole and 

forever. Only and solely because of My love. You show Me love and gratitude by coming 



under the cross and accepting My Sacrifice. Look into My Heart. See, and remember 

those words. And then let Me engulf you out of love and make you a breath of love. I 

want you to become My breath. We will do a lot more together. You know My name, get 

to know yours. We will unite through sacrifice and love. Do not expect more, expect 

more truly. I bless you in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. 

Amen. 

 

29. Our life and resurrection 

10.07.2014 

I come to summon the world to life and to resurrection. I do not want to leave it dead. I 

am the hope of the world. My Heart embraces it with love and says: “Live”. If My Heart 

has not died in My human body, I could not have risen from the dead, but it has died. 

This is why the world, which is dead, can also rise from the dead by the power of My 

risen Heart. In My Heart, I made everything new. I gave strength for the fight to 

thousands of martyrs, who gave an example to millions. Get up, take your misery and 

serve Me in the salvation of souls. I want to give life and resurrection to souls that are 

dying. I am life that desires to revive. 

In My Heart, I brought to life a new nation, a holy nation, which will give Me glory. 

Through this nation, I will save other numerous nations, but not all. I have the enormity 

of mercy, which I have given to those whom I have called. I want them to testify with 

strength about My Resurrection. The resurrection is hope that is eternal, immortal and 

undeniable. It shatters all human conceptions and turns human pride into dust. It 

overcomes fear and concerns, foresight and calculations; it tramples human plans and 

exalts the Divine. All people were called to life in the new dimension of the world, not 

such one that is subjected to destruction and death. My Heart is the gate to this reality. 

Through this gate, the soul gains life and resurrection. This gate is always open. You 

only need to enter it. There is no other exit from it. There is only one thing - to life and 

to resurrection. 

 

Anyone who enters into this gate must be saved. However, this gate is open on two 

sides. If man does not make a step forward within, he can retreat, and then he will reject 



its love and mercy. Always proceed forward and never step backward. I am waiting to 

give graces to souls, which I Myself have in excess. Come and take these graces for souls. 

I can not retain them. My merciful Heart boils over with the enormity of the graces. 

Come and take these graces for souls, so that they would not be lost. When the time will 

elapse, the time to receive the graces will also elapse. Imagine a world without grace. 

Life without the Spirit. 

Come and take, while there is time. I want to give. I impose Myself to the world with My 

Mercy, in order to empty My merciful granaries. Take them. I can not find anyone, who 

would want to accept so much. Accept, please. Take and do not mutter, but trust that by 

accepting, you are doing more. I will be grateful to those who will take from My excess 

and will become My granaries on Earth. Take My excess of grace and do not say to Me: 

“It is too much, I do not deserve”. If I was waiting for those who deserve, I would have to 

wait indefinitely. Now take and do not be afraid. I only want thanks and I will do the 

rest. Thank Me and look at My miracles. Admire My mercy. Appreciate it. 

Will you accept what I want to give you? Will you carry this excess? Share with Me your 

emptiness, and I will share with you My excess. Love Me, and I will accomplish 

everything. I do not need anything from you besides empty hands and a pure heart, so 

that I could place there My gifts. You only say thanks for what you get, whether you like 

My gifts or not. I bless you. 

 

30. Our peace and reconcilliation 

15.07.2014 

In My Heart, all creatures find peace and man finds reconciliation, which is for him a 

source of eternal peace. If I had not reconciled the world with My Father, the world 

could not have continued to exist, but for My Sacrifice and through it, it is sustained by 

the Divine hand. Much will still happen before the world will fall apart in its current 

dimension. The reconciliation, about which I am telling you, puts you innocent before 

My Father. If you listen to My word and fulfill it, if you obey the commandments and 

make use of the sacraments that I have set for you in the Church, you are saved by the 

power of My Sacrifice, because it has been established for you and has been used by you. 

The biggest consolation gives Me the fact that My sacrifice was not in vain, that mankind 



is being saved by the power of this Sacrifice. Every soul, which comes to the Church and 

accepts My gifts left in it, attains reconciliation with Me. 

Listen to Me. My heart is an eternal propitiation. If you want justification, come and ask 

through the power of the merits of My Heart. Apologize for the suffering of My Heart 

and regret together with that Heart. Thank Me for the love of My Heart and be 

exculpated. No man has anything for his defense when he stands in the truth before My 

Father. Only I am propitiation and My Heart pleads for the poor sinners. In this Heart 

hide yourself from the justice of My Father, and in this Heart hide yourself from the 

temptations of the world. 

The peace that I give is eternal. Do not believe in promises of peace, but desire peace in 

Me; only in Me there is true peace, which has no limits. I desire to give you this peace. I 

do not want your fear. Entrust your concerns to Me. Confide them all in My Heart. Give 

them up to Me, and I will transform them into infinite peace. Fear comes from the Evil 

one, because there is no peace in him. I relive the pain and introduce peace. However, 

My peace is eternal, does not pass, and can not be destroyed by man. This peace is 

greater and stronger than all the wars of the world. It defeats them, being always 

unchanging and constant, independently from the world. I desire such peace in your 

hearts. Its source is My Heart and only My Heart. When you will make your hearts 

similar to Mine, then you will also receive the peace of My Heart and you will be healed 

form your fear. My Heart absorbs it irrevocably, because in order to redeem man, I to 

endure great fear, waiting for My hour. 

I want man to accept My merits, peace and reconciliation, which I obtained for him by 

the power of My Sacrifice. Do not seek your own justification, because it is given to you 

in the form of My propitiative Sacrifice. Come forth before the Majesty of God in Me and 

through Me. Hide your infidelities in My innocent Heart, which, having atoned for 

them, has accepted them and paid for them all long ago. Now come to Me to show the 

Father that it is precisely for you that I have suffered a just punishment. This is why you 

can not be punished like others, because the Son of God Himself paid for your sins. Do 

you understand? In Me you will always attain reconciliation with My Father, because My 

Father will never reject what is in Me, takes refuge in Me and calls upon Me. My 

Sacrifice has already been accepted, and this was a Sacrifice for you. Thus, your sins are 

already justified, but you have to accept this justification and never come before the face 

of My Father without it. My Heart stands open for you. Come to convince yourselves 



that your names are written within it, and among My torments are also your sins, for 

which I have already paid to the justice of My Father. Do not be afraid of Him when you 

go together with Me. Nothing threatens you. But without Me, be deathly afraid. Now I 

give you My blessing in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. 

Amen. 

 

31. Victim for our sins 

8.07.2014 

Today I want to show you that My Heart is the payment for all the sins of the world. 

Only innocence can make amends for a fault, and My Heart is the image of innocence. 

Pure and without blemish, I had to take upon Myself all the sin of the world, be judged 

and sentenced in view of people. My Heart suffered not only because of this unjust 

accusation, but also because of the human ingratitude, which did not want to recognize 

God as God. 

My Heart curled up in Me, having accepted all the possible pain. I was not looking for 

justice on Earth, but for injustice, in order to enclose it all in My Heart that was making 

amends. My Heart was supposed to be reparation for the injustice of men towards God. 

The injustice is its base, so for those who wish to apologize to Me in the name of 

mankind, injustice should become their daily bread, which they will eat without disgust. 

I came into the world to make amends to My Father for the sins of mankind. So I was 

looking for souls that were immersed in sin, to take away their sin and accept upon Me 

its effects. I dwelt among sinners to offer them My innocence for their fault. I was 

looking for sin, for what has fallen. They were seeking help and could not find it. It is the 

help that had to find them. I have accomplished in My Heart the only exchange: good for 

evil, justice for injustice, peace for fear, and innocence for fault. I had to accept all that, 

of what I was the negation, in order to gift mankind with truth and forgiveness. 

Daughter, the victim has to dwell on Earth, among sinners, as reparation for sins. My 

Divine Heart had to experience so many humiliations to pay off the debt of pride. I 

would like for human hearts to recover their vocation in becoming a payment for the 

sins of mankind, like My Heart. I am not looking for perfect hearts, but sinful ones, to 

teach them life in justice. When they will fall in love with justice, I test them with 



injustice, so that they may fall in love with justice even more. And when they will love 

justice above all, I test them again, and this time I expect payment for this teaching. The 

injustice experienced by the soul should be accepted for Me, and offered with a blessing 

together with the accompanying heart ache as reparation for sins offending Me. 

Injustice towards those who love justice is always a gift from Heaven, a grace, calling 

upon the righteous soul. While experiencing humiliation and injustice, the soul should 

listen to My quiet voice accompanying each trial. I am telling her: “Follow Me.” I call her 

to a higher vocation, to the imitation of the Son of God in His humanity. This is the 

highest vocation of man, to become a faithful copy of the perfect Man, the Man - God. 

So when your hearts experience humiliation and suffering sneaks into their interior, 

open their gates, because it is I that am knocking together with My cross and plead: 

“Follow Me. Take My yoke upon you and come together with Me to make amends to My 

Father for the sins of mankind”. Your sacrifice together with My Sacrifice will delight My 

Father. He will accept it and pour upon the world His forgiving grace. Do not refuse Me 

and do not reject the poor sinners, who alone can not find help. It is the help that must 

find them. You and I must find them and take upon ourselves their sins, so they can live 

and arise from the dead. Amen. 

 

32. Salvation of those who trust in Thee 

11.07.2014 

Now write, because I want to talk to the world about My Heart, which is foreign to the 

world and which it does not know. You will be writing about the next call: “Heart of 

Jesus - Salvation of those who trust in Thee”. I am Salvation. Into My Heart enter those 

who desire it. Into My Heart enter those who are destined for eternal happiness. The 

worship given to My Heart is the guarantee of Salvation. No one, who gave himself to 

My Heart, can be rejected. My Heart surrounds him with its mercy. 

Trust in the fact that I am good and merciful brings reassurance that the gate of Heaven 

will open at the hour of death and will bring the desired deliverance. No one, who comes 

to Me full of trust, can be rejected. Trust in My mercy commits Me to give grace and to 

show mercy to the one, who has trusted in My Heart. Call on Me through this Heart. It is 



always the seat of perpetual love and speaks a language that you understand. If the mind 

and human judgements overwhelm you, give yourself only to My Heart and trust that it 

will protect you from any error and will lead to the desired Salvation. 

The trust, for which I am asking, is a total trust. It goes beyond human frames. The one 

who believes in what is grasped by the human mind has no merit. Faith consists of 

putting trust in what one does not understand and what can not be grasped by the mind. 

The lack of understanding does not bother Me and the failure to comprehend My 

designs does not insult Me. But while looking at the cross, the human soul should trust 

and not doubt of My goodness. My Heart is not the heart of man in its human meaning 

and limitation. My human Heart is united with the love of the Father, and therefore 

remains limitless and inconceivable to man. Understanding is not needed here, but faith 

in the fact that in My Heart everything is saved from death. In My Heart, love 

transcends any fault and the lack of hope is filled with its excess. 

Turn to My Heart in your crippled nature, and you will be saved. Salvation is the fruit of 

the Passion of My Heart, and not the fruit of your perfection. If human perfection was 

the guarantee of Salvation, would the Son of Man have had to descend on Earth and 

suffer? In My Heart was accomplished the atonement and My Heart is this guarantee for 

every sinner who will come to it. In My Heart is the Salvation of the world and the 

Salvation of every soul. I want souls to come and take what I have suffered for for them. 

Salvation belongs to every soul, which will come for it and and accept it from My 

merciful Heart. I want to bestow the grace of Salvation upon the whole world, but only 

those will attain it who will come at the call of My Heart and accept it. My Heart calls 

upon all nations to give themselves to the mercy, which overfills My Heart. You reject 

what you desire and you despise what is your last hope. I have called and I am calling. 

There is no hope and there is no recourse for the sinner outside of My merciful Heart. 

Only in it and through it you will achieve Salvation. Amen. 

 

33. Hope of those who die in Thee 

17.07.2014 

My words today will take you to the deathbed. The loss of hope is the greatest enemy of 

the dying. For them remains fear, because they know how fragile is life and how infinite 



is eternity, which awaits them and which they can no longer change, being on the verge 

of death. The time of merits has passed. The world lives them helpless in the face of the 

inexorable reality of the end of the earthly life. No human hand can stop death. Man 

passes into the hand of God and for the first time in his life realizes this fully. The 

present world seems to be a departing illusion. The heart is squeezed with the pain of 

separation and fear of the unknown. The experience of death is always hard, but 

depending on the purity of the soul and the degree of her connection with Me, the soul 

passes it with great fear or with great confidence. 

Time on Earth is a time of collecting merits, collecting treasures, sometimes trials, in 

which the soul defines herself as My friend or My enemy. However, there is a huge 

amount of souls, which never wanted to get to know Me, in order to be defined. Now, in 

the face of death, they see this truth, that My tender presence and love accompanied 

them throughout their entire lives, neglected and rejected. My tender face will however 

take the expression of severe justice, because it is always the Truth and reflects the 

Truth to the soul. The Truth is inexorable. It is not subject to influences. There is no 

escape from it, because it is omnipresent and all-encompassing. The Truth is and the 

Truth penetrates everything through. The soul on the verge of death sees her misery and 

the situation from which there is no escape. She must go where she does not want to go, 

and leave what she does not want to leave. Therefore, all earthly ties hamper the 

departure from this world and turn away the sight of the soul from God, and direct it 

towards the worthlessness of the world, infusing the soul with sorrow and despair. 

The moment preceding death is a time of grace in which the soul can still obtain the 

mercy of God for herself at the time of judgement. If she manages to turn to God with 

confidence, she will not be damned. However, she must do so before she dies. Later, 

time ends and the attitude of the soul becomes fixed and magnifies her feeling of despair 

or confidence. The thoughts or words with which man dies freeze on his lips.  With such 

he shows up before My throne. If he begs: “Mercy!”, My mercy must appear at the 

judgement. If, however, his thoughts and words are directed towards the worthlessness 

of the world, possessions, temporal concerns or openly rebel until the last moment 

against the decrees of the Providence, rejecting Me, the soul can not obtain the Mercy of 

God because she has shown disdain towards it, not calling it, not believing in it, or not 

seeking it because of the pride that blinds it. Man, in the face of death, is afraid of Me. 

Thus, I want to tell you about how you should direct your thoughts in the face of 

impending death, so that you do not succumb to fear. Show these words of Mine to the 



dying, so they know My Will and My desire to save them from their sins. The hope for 

the dying is My Heart. All sinners have access to it. I have shown it to the world on the 

cross pierced with a spear, so that every sinner could see it and believe that it is precisely 

for him that I allowed Myself to be nailed to the cross and to open My Heart with a 

spear. I did it so that every sinful soul, regardless of the amount of sins that cover her, 

could enter into it and escape from the angry face of justice of My Father. Let no soul be 

afraid to enter into My Heart. I will not close it. It will always remain open on the cross. 

I will abide on the cross until I will shelter in My Heart the last soul, which will want to 

accept My Sacrifice for her and take refuge in it. I do not count the sins of the one who 

approaches Me, but I extend hands to attract the soul, which wants to hide in My 

Merciful Heart. My Blood exceeds with its merit all your faults. My Blood justifies all 

crimes. My Blood is the future life of your souls. He who possesses it and worships it in 

his interior can not die forever.  

Beg My Heart to defend you against just punishment. Call upon My Heart, so its Mercy 

may show itself upon you. Ask My Heart to hide you in its most innecent interior and 

wash your faults by its martyr’s sacrifice. Believe that My Heart suffered precisely for 

lyou, out of love for you, to save you. My Will did not change. I still desire your salvation 

and if you wholeheartedly turn to Me, asking for forgiveness, My Heart will not be able 

you refuse you.  Ask Me. Enter into the depth of My Heart, which is entirely overfilled 

with love for you, and ask. My Heart is only love. It will listen to you, because it wants to 

save you. Above all, I desire to forgive. Above all, I desire to save. My justice is for those 

who will reject My mercy. For My Heart there is only mercy. As long as you are in it, you 

do not have to fear. Invoke wholeheartedly My grace. I want to forgive and I will forive, 

but let your begging be true, let it shake up My Heart and encompass it with the joy of 

the return of the prodigal son, although in this last hour. And in this last hour I desire 

your souls and then I fight for them until the end. 

In this last hour, when everything already seemed finished to Me, when My body already 

issued the final breath, I still delivered to sinners My Heart, so it may also be killed and 

tormented to the last drop of Blood. This is for you. For those who will be late under My 

cross, who will come running too late; it is precisely for those who did not get on time to 

obtain mercy and forgiveness form My lips. Now, when I hang dead on the cross, and 

My lips will not issue words of forgiveness, and My eyes will not show mercy, and My 

face will no longer take in a crying sinner, I open My Heart to you. It does not know 

death and despite the death of My body, it still desires to save every soul. For you I open 



it with a spear, so it may tell you the words: “I forgive. I forgive and love.” I take in to the 

gates of paradise also those, who will come too late. For you, there is still My Heart, 

which does not want to die but wants to save souls till the end. Here is My Heart, wide 

open. I give to you, sinners, the last drop to save the last of the last. For you it remains 

always open. Do not waste My Sacrifice by rejecting My forgiveness. My heart speaks to 

you in this hour: “Yes, I forgive you. I desire you. I love you, enter the gate of My Mercy 

and accept the Blood, which I spilled for you and hide in it from the penetrating gaze of 

justice. Cover your every sin with My Blood and be saved by the power of this Blood, 

which help you are calling in this last hour”. My Heart has power over the justice of the 

Father. My Heart has the power to save those, who will have recourse to it. Pray. Do not 

lose hope. My heart is for you. Amen. 

 

34. Delight of all the Saints 

18.07.2014 

My Heart is the delight for all people of a pure heart. The one who desires war can not 

find peace in it. Peace unites itself only with peace. Those whose hearts are free from 

desires, open the affluent treasures of My Heart and take them according to their merits. 

Saint people are worthy of My graces and receive them in the extent to which they are 

capable. Life on Earth enables the soul to draw My graces or, conversely, makes her 

resistant to any grace. 

The heart of the righteous man draws My action and encourages Me to embrace him in 

My ownership. When I conquer the heart of man, I give him My own, so it may become 

his possession. All the Saints received the Kingdom in My Heart and through My Heart, 

which became their lost paradise. 

The contemplation of the treasures and the mysteries of My Heart is a grace given to 

few, because to few it is given to enter into its depth and to admire its virtues. Many 

praise Me with their lips, but only Saints enter into the depth of My Heart to admire its 

virtues. To enter into its interior means to accept the Will of My Heart and to fulfill it. 

Then it opens completely and allows the soul to watch its mysteries. 



By saying the litany in honor of My Heart, contemplate the attributes of this Heart, its 

love and its merits, so you may have a part in them. I desire for My Heart to be known in 

the world, to be revered in the world, to be the escape of all sinners and the assurance of 

Salvation through the trust of the soul in the mercy of My Heart. By saying the 

subsequent calls, ask My Heart to reveal itself before you, so you may be able to truly fall 

in love with it. Amen. 


